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Digging
Six Hitachi excavators, all with Cummins power, are the 
backbone of the Comiskey Earthmoving operation at The 
Plains mine in central Queensland.

The excavators are stripping 23 million cubic metres of 
overburden and mining 1.8 million tonnes of coal a year, 
feeding Comiskey’s fleet of 35 rear dump trucks.

Comiskey has held the contract to mine, crush and 
stockpile the coal at The Plains since early 2001 and  
has since mined over 12.6 million tonnes of coal and  
stripped 112 million cubic metres of overburden.

Reliability of the excavators is obviously critical to  
meeting production targets.

The Comiskey preference for Cummins QSK-powered 
Hitachi excavators is now well established. In recent  
times, the company has also moved to electric-drive 
Hitachi dump trucks with Cummins QSK power.

Of the 20 big bore Cummins engines operated by  
Comiskey, 14 are Tier 2 emissions compliant —  
seven 50-litre QSK50s, five 60-litre QSK60s and  
two 19-litre QSK19s. 

Tier 2 levels are the lowest regulated emissions in the 
world for off-highway engines over 560 kW (751 hp).

The oldest Comiskey QSK50 had clocked up over 18,000 
operational hours by mid-June this year powering a  
240-tonne EX2500-6 excavator which was put to work  
in late 2006. 

This was the first QSK50 in the world to be installed  
in a 1400 hp EX2500-6.

“We’ve had no issues whatsoever with this engine,”  
says Joe Comiskey.

The expected life of the QSK50 was 16,000 hours  
(based on fuel burn), but with regular engine condition 
monitoring — including oil sampling every 250 hours —  
the decision was made to keep the engine working.

Comiskey Earthmoving is meticulous with its maintenance 
practices which are the responsibility of Brett Comiskey 
(Joe’s son).

“We do our engine oil changes exactly when they’re due,” 
Brett points out. “We don’t leave an oil change for a week 
because a week for us is 132 hours.”

The oil change interval for the Tier 2 engines in the Hitachi 
excavators is 500 hours using an oil reserve system that 
virtually doubles sump capacity.

Cummins’ service support is rated highly by Comiskey.

“The support we get from Cummins Emerald is excellent. 
Those blokes really have their act together,” he emphasises.

He confirms that Cummins’ Tier 2 technology has proven 
very reliable.

The distinguishing feature of Cummins’ Tier 2 mining 
engines is the modular common rail fuel system. The 
high-pressure fuel pump generates around 1600 bar 
(23,500 psi) to enable cleaner, quieter and faster  
power delivery.

The system also prevents unbalanced 
fuelling between cylinders to significantly 
reduce engine vibration, noise and 
harshness.

“It’s easy to see why Cummins is 
the biggest manufacturer of high 
horsepower diesel engines in the 
world today,” says Joe Comiskey.  
“In our operation the Tier 2 Cummins 
engines are extremely reliable and 
very good on fuel. Our oldest QSK50 
is proof of that.”

This particular QSK50, rated at 1400 hp, 
has averaged 192 litres/hour powering 
the EX2500-6 digger (which went into 
service in late 2006).

This is virtually lineball with an older mechanical KTA50 
Cummins also powering an EX2500 but only rated at 
1300 hp. The difference between the two engines is  
one to two litres per hour.

“The KTA50 is on an easy job compared with the QSK50, and 
it doesn’t have the grunt of the QSK50,” says Joe Comiskey.

The biggest Comiskey excavator is a 518-tonne EX5500-6 
which has a dual QSK50 installation rated at 2800 hp. 
Combined engine consumption is averaging 366 litres/hour.

The Comiskey truck fleet has more than doubled in size 
over the last couple of years to its current 35 units.

The latest additions are three AC-drive, 240-tonne capacity 
EH4000s — the first EH4000s in the world and the biggest 
dump truck built by Hitachi in Japan. Powered by the 
Tier 2 Cummins QSK60 rated at 2500 hp, the operators 
are rating the truck’s performance, handling and driver 
comfort as brilliant. 

Comiskey is also operating four  
AC-drive, 168-tonne capacity EH3500 
dump trucks which have the 2000 hp 
Cummins QSK50.

Both the EH3500 and EH4000 use Hitachi’s own electric 
generator and wheel motors and are performing above 
expectations.

“We’re operating a number of mechanical drive dump trucks 
but believe that AC-drive is the way of the future in terms 
of reduced maintenance and operating costs,” he says.

A veteran of 41 years in the coal industry, Joe Comiskey 
started his own business in Emerald in1985 after  
performing various roles as a supervisor and manager  
in the Bowen Basin.

“I saved up enough money to buy a small dozer and grader 
for earthmoving work and the business grew from there,” 
he recalls.

Today he runs Comiskey Earthmoving with son Brett and 
they are justifiably proud of the reputation the company 
has forged as a top-level mining contractor.  

EVER	DEEPER
After being in the coal industry for 41 years, Joe Comiskey knows what works and what doesn’t. He talks to Murray 
Clifford about the latest equipment being used by Comiskey Earthmoving in Queensland’s Bowen Basin coalfields.

Six Hitachi excavators are the backbone of the Comiskey 
operation. This EX2500 powered by a Cummins QSK50 had 
clocked up over 18,000 hours by mid-June.

Joe Comiskey (right) with son Brett who is responsible for 
the company’s meticulous maintenance program.

“Those blokes at Cummins Emerald really have their act 
together,” says Joe Comiskey (right). He is pictured with 
Cummins Emerald branch manager Mick Cristaldi (centre) 
and product support manager Dean Rice.

Comiskey’s new Hitachi EH4000 
dump trucks with 2500 hp 

Cummins QSK60 engines have 
attracted a lot of attention.
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Darwin-based Directhaul operates 60 prime movers and  
178 tankers specialising in remote bulk fuel haulage to mining 
operations, aboriginal communities, and pastoral companies.

Mack dominates the prime mover line-up, a mix of bogie-drive 
and tri-drive units powered mainly by Cummins Signature 
engines which include both Gen II and EGR versions.

The 15-litre Signatures are pulling triple and quad trailer 
combinations at gross weights up to 173 tonnes.

Directhaul operates its trucks out of Darwin and Alice Springs 
in the Territory, Brisbane, Townsville, Cloncurry, Charleville 
and Quilpie in Queensland, Port Augusta in South Australia, 
and Kununurra in Western Australia.

Most of these locations point to a remote, sometimes hostile, 
operating environment and long trip distances. A round trip 
for a Directhaul roadtrain can be up to 4,000 km. 

Directhaul is the transport arm of Ausfuel which had its  
origins in the early 1980s when Dick David, a former driver for 
the legendary Buntine Roadways, began delivering fuel in the 
Katherine region in the Northern Territory with one truck.

He established Australian Fuel Distributors (AFD) which 
developed a network of BP fuel depots in the Top End. 

To meet the growing demands of the fuel business, Ausfuel  
and Directhaul were then formed, headed up by Dick David’s 
son Brooke. Ausfuel today distributes BP, Shell and Caltex fuel 
and also owns and operates a number of service stations.

Directhaul’s purchasing decisions are based on the ability  
of equipment to endure high average speed, high weight, 
high heat and high utilisation — factors that demand 
reliability and durability.

The company operated some early Cummins Signatures but 
reliability issues resulted in a move to the C16 Cat.

When news started filtering through that the Gen II version  
of the Signature was a vastly more reliable engine, the 
decision was made to return to the Cummins brand.

“We knew other companies were getting a good run out the 
Gen II engines, so that gave us the confidence to switch back 
to the Signature,” says Brian ‘Spud’ Murphy, fleet manager 
for Directhaul.

“We initially put seven Gen II engines into service in T650 
Kenworths and they haven’t missed a beat.”

The fuel efficiency of the Gen II Signature 580 compared to 
the C16 was another decisive factor.

Initial calculations showed a potential saving of $24,000 a  
year per truck through switching to the Signature 580-powered 
Kenworths, transporting fuel from Cloncurry to the Century 
mine (an 840 km return trip). “Actual figures show a slightly 
higher saving on fuel consumption,” Murphy points out.

Cummins’ broad service support coverage has also been 
important to Directhaul as the Ausfuel business has grown. 

Directhaul has its own team of eight mechanics in Darwin as 
well as mechanics at other strategic locations such as Alice 
Springs and Cloncurry.

Their focus is preventive maintenance and minor repairs.

“We do a mid-life on our engines every 4,000 hours, 
replacing the turbo, compressor, water pump, thermostats 
and other items,” Murphy points out.

“With our early Signatures and the C16s we were replacing 
the engines every 8,000 hours, but our Gen II Signatures  
have extended life  considerably.”

Murphy points to a Mack Titan in the yard. “The Signature 
in that truck has done over 10,000 hours and we haven’t 
touched the injectors or any major components,” he says.

Engine oil is changed every 250 hours and a centrifugal 
bypass filter is used in addition to the standard oil filter  
set-up on the engines to underpin oil quality.

The Signature EGR engines in the fleet, powering Mack 
Titans, are rated at 615 hp with peak torque of 2050 lb ft.

While the EGR engines are slightly behind the fuel 
performance of the Gen II 580 hp Signatures, their economy 
is still reasonable. However, Murphy feels there’s still room 
for improvement in fuel economy. 

Consumption ranges from a worst of 930 metres/litre for  
an on-highway quad running at 173 tonnes gross, to a best  
of 1.1 km/litre for a triple operating on dirt and bitumen.

The combination of the Mack Titan and Signature EGR engine 
has certainly found favour among Directhaul drivers.

Paul Harvie has been piloting roadtrains for Directhaul  
for 18 months (he previously worked for Gulf) and feels 
completely at ease behind the wheel of the Mack. He likes 
the comfort and dynamics of the Titan and the way the 
Signature “gets into it” pulling the big weights. 

Mack’s responsiveness to Directhaul’s requirements is 
impressing Spud Murphy. “Mack listens to us… we have a  
very good rapport with their engineering people and Joe 
White, the dealer principal of  
Mack Trucks Darwin,” he says.  

Directhaul 
delivers 
millions 
of litres of 
fuel a year 
over vast 
distances 
to some of 
Australia’s 
most remote 
regions.

Cummins-powered Macks dominate the prime mover 
line-up in the Directhaul fleet.

Directhaul fleet manager Spud Murphy (right) with 
Cummins field service engineer Dean Daniell (left) and 
Cummins automotive business manager Simon Pratt.

Paul Harvie… impressed with the performance of 
the Mack Titan.

Directhaul Mack on the Stuart Highway returning to 
Darwin after a remote fuel delivery.

In forthe long haul
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The $60 million floating dock is located at the Australian 
Marine Complex (AMC) at Henderson near Perth.

Built by WA company Strategic Marine, the impressive 
structure — 99 metres long and 53 metres wide — is 
considered the new world benchmark for floating  
dock design with its fully automated ballast and  
manoeuvring systems.

A 2000 kVA Cummins generator set — backed up by a  
577 kVA unit — powers all the floating dock’s functions 
when the dock is manoeuvring and disconnected from 
shore supply.

The dock can lift vessels weighing up to 12,000 tonnes 
out of the water for service and maintenance and also 
facilitate the water-to-land transfer of vessels up to  
3,500 tonnes.

The dock’s capabilities are vital for supporting the Royal 
Australian Navy’s Collins Class submarine fleet which will 
be serviced at the AMC until at least 2032.

The way the dock works is simple: It moves into place 
and is lowered into a dredged 18-metre deep sink pocket, 
allowing the vessel to be moved into the dock and then 
lifted out of the water.

The dock-to-land transfer is achieved using a self-propelled 
modular transporter (SPMT) system which cost $18 million 
and comprises six-axle, four-axle and three-axle low-
loader units running on 512 wheels in total.

The dock’s 4,400 tonne base was built at Strategic 
Marine’s Vietnamese shipyard and then delivered to the 
AMC via a Dockwise semi-submersible vessel. 

Fabrication of the 1,000 tonne steel sidewalls and other 
superstructure was carried out locally and installed by 
Strategic Marine at the AMC. All the control equipment, 
including the generator seats, are installed in the 
sidewalls which have a width of 44 metres.

The main 2000 kVA genset is powered by one of Cummins’ 
biggest diesel engines, the QSK60, a 60-litre V16. The 
auxiliary 577 kVA genset is powered by the 19-litre 
Cummins K19.

The gensets have no small task in providing power for 
the dock which uses a sophisticated computerised control 
system for ballasting and manoeuvring. The dock can 
be moved within the harbour simply by entering GPS 
coordinates on a touch screen.

Six automated winches move the dock in a number  
of predetermined positions and hold it steady during  
load-on/load-off procedures. 

No other floating dock in the world can move in more than 
one direction, and few have the ability to transfer and 
offload vessels.

The ballast control system maintains buoyancy and 
stability by sensing the depth of the dock, the bending 
stress, the angle of heel and trim, and water levels  
within the 24 ballast tanks.

The floating dock project underpinned a strong working 
relationship between Cummins in Perth and Strategic 
Marine.

The two companies have collaborated on 20 new crewboat 
projects in the last couple of years involving 53 big bore 
Cummins engines — a mix of KTA38s and KTA50s — plus  
38 generators sets.

Established in 2001, Strategic Marine has rapidly evolved 
into a global shipbuilding player, with yards in Western 
Australia, Vietnam, Singapore and Mexico. 

While initially focusing on high-speed aluminium patrol 
boats for government agencies and crew boats for the 
offshore oil and gas industry, the company in recent years 
has branched into the construction of larger steel vessels 
at its Vietnamese yard. 

Mark Newbold, chairman of Strategic Marine, said that 
too often in large projects Western Australian business 
was overlooked for short term gain through cheaper 
prices from overseas companies. To compete with this, 
he said Strategic Marine had developed its own offshore 
production facilities to be a true global competitor.

“The floating dry dock has provided Strategic Marine a 
platform to showcase our global manufacturing capacity, 
not only in shipbuilding but also in highly technical 
construction projects,” he said.  

Cummins generator sets have a key role in 

the operation of the most technologically 

advanced floating dock in the world.

Royal Australian Navy’s Collins 
class submarine in the floating 
dock. The Collins class fleet will be 
serviced at the Australian Marine 
Complex until at least 2032.

John Austin is softly spoken, but there’s no hiding his 
passion for his business — John Austin Ltd — and the 
agricultural industry in general.

Based just south of Te Awamutu in the Waikato district 
of New Zealand’s North Island, John Austin has been in 
business for 30 years.

He began driving tractors for a local contractor at the age 
of 16 and started his own business five years later in 1980 
with one tractor and a combine harvester.

Today, John Austin Ltd services between 800 and 1000 
customers and owns every piece of equipment possible  
for agricultural contracting.

“We own 26 tractors and lease another 10 in peak season 
(spring),” the man himself points out. 

These tractors pull an amazing array of equipment that is 
used for cultivation, seed drilling and planting, spraying, 
harvesting and straw baling.

In addition, Austin owns three forage harvesters,  
three combine harvesters and 14 trucks. The business  
has 40 fulltime employees, and up to 70 people during  
the peak periods.

Running such a large and intense operation means quality 
machinery and efficient systems are essential.

“We’re always striving to do things better, to be more 
efficient, to give better value to our customers,” says  
John Austin with a quiet confidence.

“We have huge peak demands during harvesting so we  
need productivity.

“We want to be able to use the largest capacity machines 
that we can use practically.”

John Austin Ltd’s new 7950 forage harvester powered by 
the Cummins QSK19 is the largest self-propelled forage 
harvester (SPFH) ever built by John Deere.

The 7950 utilises the 800 hp rated output of the  
19-litre Cummins to significantly increase harvesting 
productivity with its larger cutting heads and  
reduced working time.   

John Deere points out the 7950 avoids the more 
complicated twin-engine installations that SPFH 
competitors need to power  
their largest machines.  

The 7950 offers an additional 130 hp compared with its 
predecessor Deere 7850 machine powered by the 15-litre 
QSX Cummins.

The QSK19 also provides massive peak torque of 2350 lb ft 
which is on tap at 1700 rpm to ensure instant response 
when the harvesting job gets tougher.

A 7950 badged as a 7850 was secretly tested by John Austin 
in 2009 before its official global release, and Austin went on 
to buy the machine which is used mainly for cutting maize 
for silage. 

During testing, the 7950 was fitted with a 12-row cutting 
head which was later replaced with a 10-row head.

In the John Austin operation, the 7950 is accompanied by a 
truck to collect the crop blown through the characteristic 
tall rear sprout of the harvester.

He describes the 7950 as a “great machine” while adding 
there are a lot of logistical and management factors to 
consider to maximise the use of a machine this size. 

He reflects on the huge productivity gains that have  
been achieved over the years with forage harvesters:  
“My first machine was 185 hp and we worked that 24 hours 
a day. Then we needed to go to a 360 hp unit. It wasn’t 
so long ago we had a forage harvester with a 410 hp N14 
Cummins, and now our latest machine has an 800 hp 
19-litre Cummins.”

John Austin uses some of the best gear the world has to 
offer. He’s quick to embrace new technology that enhances 
what he calls “precision farming”,  
and he talks with enthusiasm  
about what will be  
able to be achieved  
in the future. 

New Zealander John Austin is the largest agricultural contractor 
in the Southern Hemisphere. His latest machine is an 800 hp 
John Deere forage harvester powered by a Cummins QSK19.

powers on

A	dock	with	the	
lot

Floating dock uses a 2000 kVA Cummins genset to power 
all the dock’s functions when it is manoeuvring and 
disconnected from shore supply.

John Austin… “We’re always striving to do things better.”

The ability of the 7950 to cut 
a swathe through maize is 
highlighted in this photo.

A prototype 7950 badged as a 7850 was secretly tested 
by John Austin before its official global release.
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Royal Australian Navy’s Collins 
class submarine in the floating 
dock. The Collins class fleet will be 
serviced at the Australian Marine 
Complex until at least 2032.
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Cloncurry in north-west 
Queensland is one of 
Cummins’ remotest branch 
locations in Australia.

Here, a team of four dedicated Cummins technicians 
are on call 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and often 
need to travel hundreds of kilometres to a breakdown 
— sometimes by plane.

They take it in their stride though, in a tough 
environment where human character is perhaps the 
greatest asset of all.

Above all, they take pride in the service they provide and 
the relationships they have been built with customers. 

The Mt Isa-Cloncurry region is home to one of the  
biggest concentration of ISX and Signature truck engines 
in Australia — over 120 in fact, and most are pulling three 
and four trailer combinations, hauling mainly livestock 
and mining concentrate.

Not only that, the Cummins team is responsible for 
hundreds of kilometres of the Barkly Highway which runs 
through Cloncurry, Mt Isa and out to Three Ways on the 
Stuart Highway. Many roadtrains travel this route on their 
way through to Darwin from the east coast. 

Angus Short and Matt Eizenberg are two of the Cummins 
technicians who cover thousands of square kilometres of 
country bounded roughly by Hughenden, Winton, Boulia, 
the Gulf and Three Ways (in the Northern Territory).

They sometimes work in fierce heat: Cloncurry is 
reportedly the location of Australia’s highest ever official 
recorded temperature — 53.10 C (127.50F).

Matt Eizenberg, 26, is based in Mt Isa which is often 
referred to as a ‘mining town’ but is in fact a city, and 
has been since the late 1960s. 

Matt’s wife Bianca and two children — Drew and Sienna 
— are a settled family in Mt Isa, where they have been 
living since September 2008. Matt works mainly on trucks, 
mining gear and generator sets.

“The customers are great out here… they’re genuine 
people, they basically become mates,” says Matt, who 
did his apprenticeship at Cummins Brisbane. “They 
understand we’re here to help… that makes our job  
a lot easier.”

Matt started with Cummins in 2002 and after finishing 
his apprenticeship did over three years in field service in 
Brisbane, progressing to the role of night shift supervisor.

He then spent six months at Cummins Townsville before 
taking up the position in Mt Isa. “I was looking for a 
change, a new challenge,” he says.

Matt has no regrets: “It’s the real world out here…the 
lifestyle’s good, the money’s good, and I get a lot of 
satisfaction from helping our customers.”

Angus Short, 24, has been with Cummins in Cloncurry 
since March 2008.

He started at Cummins Brisbane as an apprentice in 2003 
and went on to be named ‘2007 Apprentice of the Year’  
by the Commercial Vehicle Industry Association  
of Queensland.

With parents Doug and Leigh Short owning Toowoomba-
based Trans Bulk Haulage, it’s not surprising Angus has 
chosen the diesel industry for his career.

He’s enjoying the Cloncurry experience. “It’s a great 
learning curve,” he says. “We don’t have a service 
manager or a parts manager out here to help us.

“The customers are generally very understanding… you 
rarely come across anyone who gets irate.”

The distances that need to be travelled to a breakdown 
took some adjusting to. “In Brisbane the furthest you’d go 
would be 150 kilometres from the branch,” says Angus.

“Out here I’ve gone to a breakdown at Three Ways (in the 
Northern Territory) which is nearly 800 kilometres away. 
So that’s a 1600 kilometre round trip to fix a truck.

“I’ve also had to go out to breakdowns by small plane.”  

Remote

Ian Brennan ventured out to 
Mt Isa in north-west Queensland 
30 years ago to work as a 
mechanic for the legendary 
Buntine Roadways.
Today, he and wife Anna run their own business,  
Brennan Cattle Transport, with Mt Isa as their home base 
and Cummins Signature-powered Kenworths as their 
revenue base.

The challenge of running roadtrain triples in some of the 
remotest regions in Queensland and the Northern Territory 
has been part of the Brennans’ daily routine for 10 years. 

For Ian Brennan, now 49, his involvement in the trucking 
industry started when he left school. 

“I was 14 when I left school in Townsville to do my 
apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic,” he recalls. 

“When I finished my apprenticeship I thought I’d go out to 
Mt Isa and try for a job with Buntine Roadways. That was 
in 1981.

“Buntine was a big name in livestock transport, and I 
didn’t have trouble getting a job with them.” 

After 12 months with Buntine Roadways, Ian Brennan 
went to work for Mal Cleary, another respected name in 
livestock transport. He spent nearly 20 years with Cleary, 
working as both a mechanic and driver.

The mainstays of the Cleary fleet were C500 Kenworths 
powered by the ‘big banger’ 19-litre Cummins KTA525 —  
a fact not lost on Brennan when he went to buy his first 
truck in 2000 and set out in business on his own.

That truck was a second-hand C501 Kenworth, propelled 
by a KTA600 Cummins. It was originally owned by Harry 
Carra, a sub-contractor to Roadtrains of Australia (RTA), 
the biggest cattle carrier in the country.

Brennan Cattle Transport is now a well established 
business, underpinned by the Brennans’ meticulous 
approach to everything they do, especially maintenance.

“We’ve had 10 years in business this year as Brennan 
Cattle Transport,” says Ian with a definite tone of pride.

The Brennans own two Kenworth ‘Brutes’ — a C501 and 
C508 — and three sets of trailers. The third set of trailers is 
pulled by Troy Hobbs, owner of an ex-RTA Mack Titan that is 
powered by a Cummins Signature 620 Gen II engine.

“We see our business getting bigger… definitely,”  
says Brennan.

In an industry as fiercely demanding as livestock haulage, 
the ability of equipment suppliers to support their product 
in a remote region such as north-west Queensland is 
obviously critical.

Ian Brennan doesn’t hold back in his praise of Cummins’ 
service. “Whatever Matt (Eizenberg) and Angus (Short) do 
for us is fantastic,” he says.

Matt Eizenberg and Angus Short are two of the four 
Cummins technicians responsible for the big fleet of 
Cummins Signature engines — over 120 — working out of 
the Mt Isa-Cloncurry region.

The two Brennan Kenworths have Cummins Signatures — one 
a Gen II 620 which went into service early in 2007, the other 
a 600 EGR which began pulling three trailers in August 2009.

Cummins Premium Blue Extreme CJ-4 oil is used in 
both Signatures, with oil change intervals set at 200 
hours. High engine load factors dictate these Cummins’ 
recommended intervals which equate to 14,000 litres of 
fuel burned.

The Brennan trucks are also traded around the 600,000 km 
mark to underpin operational reliability and ensure that 
maintenance costs don’t blow out.

“Both the performance and fuel economy of the Signature 
EGR engine have improved as it has done more work,” Ian 
Brennan points out.

“Fuel consumption started off at 740 to 760 metres per 
litre but has now improved to 900 metres per litre. This 
compares with 990 metres per litre for the Gen II engine.” 
 
Prior to putting his first Signature engine into service in 
2007, Brennan had a C16 Cat in a C501Kenworth, but 

Beasts,      
 brutes  

its fuel consumption of 760 metres per litre had a 
severe impact on the bottom line.

“We were going backwards with the Cat… the cost of 
fuel these days makes fuel economy critical,” he says.

How does the performance of the 600 hp Signature 
engine compare with the ‘big banger’ KTA600 in the 
first truck he owned?  “The Signature’s got a bit 
more heart… it pulls harder in the wind,” he says.

That’s perhaps understandable when the torque 
outputs are compared: The KTA600 had peak torque 
of ‘only’ 1650 lb ft compared with the Signature’s 
2050 lb ft.

Only the truly committed endure and succeed in a 
business as tough as roadtrain livestock haulage, a 
truth that applies to the Brennans. Outback Australia 
is certainly no place for a weak spirit.  

Ian Brennan…. doesn’t hold back in 
his praise of Cummins’ service.

One of the Kenworth ‘Brutes’ operated by Brennan.  
This unit is a C508 powered by an EGR Signature 600.

Ian Brennan with daughters Rachel (centre) and 
Louise. Neither has expressed a desire yet to 
take over from their dad driving roadtrains.

Troy Hobbs, owner of an ex-RTA Mack Titan 
powered by a Gen II Cummins Signature, pulls a 
third set of trailers for Brennan.

Matt Eizenberg… “I get 
a lot of satisfaction 

from helping our 
customers. 

Control

Angus Short… 
not surprising 
he has chosen 
the diesel 
industry for  
his career.

&Brennan
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Mal Adcock has spent 
his entire working life in 
outback Queensland.
Today he runs Adcock’s Enterprises — a roadtrain  
tipper business — out of Cloncurry with wife Gwen  
and son Robert. 

The Adcock name has been tied to trucking since the  
early 1970s.

Born and bred in Ravenshoe (100 km west of Innisfail), 
Mal operated roadtrains out of The Lynd Junction, Mt Isa 
and Hughenden — hauling livestock — before moving to 
Cloncurry in 1999 and starting the tipper operation.

Early on he learned from painful experience that you 
can’t neglect maintenance in remote areas, and that you 
only buy equipment that is well supported.

In fact, the need for strict servicing and preventive 
maintenance scheduling is critical if you want to extract 
maximum life from equipment at minimum cost.

The Adcock family today runs two Cummins-powered 
Kenworths that pull triple and quad trailer combinations, 
hauling road construction and maintenance materials for 
councils and the Department of Main Roads.

One Kenworth is a T904 with a Gen II Signature 620 —  
the original engine in this truck was a 1999 model 
Signature 600 — while the other is T908 powered by  
an EGR Signature 600.

Mal Adcock’s appreciation of the value of maintenance 
is reflected in the life of the 1999 Signature 600 and the 
immaculate condition of the 11-year-old T904.

“That engine did over 14,000 hours… it had a monotherm 
piston upgrade, but apart from that it was basically 
trouble-free,” he says.

“We replaced it with a new Gen II Signature 620 and we 
did the installation ourselves. In fact, we do all our own 
maintenance.

“Our maintenance is spot on. It has to be. We regard  
oil change intervals as critical… we change engine oil  
every 200 hours and see very good durability by adhering 
to Cummins’ recommended maintenance guidelines.”

Cummins Premium Blue Extreme CJ-4 oil is used in  
both Signatures.

Plenty of diesel and dust have been consumed since  
Mal Adcock started driving trucks in the early 1970s after 
operating earthmoving machinery in his early working  
life. He bought his first truck in 1974.

He grimaces at the memory of that truck, an International 
C1840 powered by a Cummins C160 — a 464 cubic inch 
(7.6-litre) naturally aspirated in-line six. The 160 hp 
single-drive Inter pulled two single deck stock trailers. 

At that point Mal Adcock was operating out of The Lynd 
Junction. He moved to Mt Isa in 1980, then to Hughenden 
in 1986 where he remained until 1999. 

Adcock’s livestock haulage fleet totaled five Kenworths 
at one stage while having a trailer capacity of 25 decks. 
Cummins power included a ‘big banger’ KTA525 in a  
C500 and two N14-525 engines in T950s.

In 1999, Mal Adcock gave up carting livestock. “After 
25 years of it I’d had enough,” he recalls. “When live 
export came in we lost our long runs… it wasn’t worth it 
anymore.”

The Adcock family moved to Cloncurry in 1999, and Mal 
bought a set a tippers. “I saw a lot of potential in tipper 
work, hauling mining concentrate and quarry products,” 
he says.

Today Adcock’s Enterprises no longer hauls mining 
concentrate. “For the last three years we’ve had a steady 
stream of work carting road materials for councils and the 
Queensland Department of Main Roads,” he points out.

Mal Adcock drives the T904, while son Robert pilots  
the newest Kenworth, a two-year-old T908 which has  
the EGR Signature 600.

“The EGR engine pulls good,” says Robert. “It’s fuel 
consumption wasn’t too good to start with. It was doing 
700 to 800 metres per litre, but is now running equal  
with the Gen II Signature 620 at around 1.2 kilometres  
per litre.

“Overall we’re very happy with it.”  

Coastguard Hawke’s Bay is one of 67 volunteer  
Coastguard units stationed around New Zealand. 

Based in Napier on the North Island’s east coast,  
the Hawke’s Bay unit was awarded ‘Performance of  
the Year’ in 2009 by the national Coastguard body  
for its outstanding rescues.

Coastguard New Zealand described the efforts of  
the Hawke’s Bay team as an “outstanding example”  
of commitment and heroism.

In mid-2009, Coastguard Hawke’s Bay launched its new 
$1 million rescue vessel to service one of the largest 
operational Coastguard areas in the country.

The 11.7-metre QRV (quick response vessel), designed for 
a crew of four to six, is powered by twin 480 hp Cummins 
QSB engines driving through waterjets from HamiltonJet.

With a fuel capacity of 1100 litres, the vessel has a range 
of 230 nautical miles at a cruise speed of 30 knots. Top 
speed is 38 knots.

The vessel, which also acts as a backup pilot boat for  
the Port of Napier, is named after the late Celia Knowles, 
a Napier resident and keen seafarer whose estate of over 
$400,000 assisted the building of the craft.

Long time Coastguard skipper Alex Smith had a clear  
idea of what the ideal boat would look like. 

His investigations took him to Tauranga’s AMF Boat 
Company and together with designer David de Villiers, 
they finalised the specs for the new vessel which would 
replace an 8.5-metre trailer boat with twin outboards 
which had been in use since 1997.

Smith selected Cummins because “it is a well known, 
proven brand” with good parts and service availability  
in the area.

Swiftly	to the

A $1 million Cummins-powered 
vessel has set a new benchmark 
for Coastguard operations in 
New Zealand.

He points out the electronic 5.9-litre QSB  
diesels are also exceptionally quiet. 

“When a crew is at sea for hours at a time  
in tough conditions and things get tense, the  
non-stop drone of engines can be sapping.  
Low noise is a huge bonus for rescue crews,”  
he asserts.

There may only be a muted throb from the 
Cummins diesels, but importantly they offer 
plenty of reserve power, so if the Coastguard  
has to get to a scene in hurry, it can. 

The vessel is an RIB (rigid-hulled inflatable boat) 
design using heavy-duty Hypalon tubes.

“The primary job of the Coastguard is rescuing 
people and the soft tubes make this easier when 
you have to pull people up over the sides,” says 
Alex Smith. 

rescue

The tube system also 
provides reserve buoyancy 
and acts as a fender when 
manoeuvring alongside 
another vessel.

The use of waterjets was 
another key requirement. 
“Spinning props are very 
dangerous when retrieving 
people from the water, so 
the waterjets eliminate 
that issue,” Smith points 
out. “The jets also give us 
the ability to operate in 
very shallow water.”

The quality of workmanship in the Coastguard vessel is 
obviously very high.

Tauranga-based AMF (Aluminium Marine Fabricators), 
established in 1984, builds a range of aluminium 
pleasure and workboats from 5.8 to 14 metres. Its easy 
to understand why its RIB vessels are popular with 
Coastguard units around New Zealand.  

Coastguard Hawke’s Bay vessel, powered by twin 480 hp 
Cummins QSB engines, has a top speed of 38 knots.

Long time Coastguard 
skipper Alex Smith 

wanted Cummins because 
it’s a “well known, well 

proven” brand.

Kenworth T908, piloted by Robert Adcock, is powered 
by an EGR Signature 600 engine.

Adcock gets 

down to bedrock
Adcock’s oldest Kenworth is an immaculate 11-year-old 

T904. The original Signature engine did over 14,000 

hours. It has since been repowered with a Gen II Signature.

Robert Adcock is impressed with the EGR Signature engine.

Mal Adcock (left) with son Robert. Their appreciation 
of the value of maintenance is shown in the immaculate 
condition of their equipment.

Long time Coastguard 
skipper Alex Smith 

wanted Cummins because 
it’s a “well known, well 

proven” brand.
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Mal Adcock has spent 
his entire working life in 
outback Queensland.
Today he runs Adcock’s Enterprises — a roadtrain  
tipper business — out of Cloncurry with wife Gwen  
and son Robert. 

The Adcock name has been tied to trucking since the  
early 1970s.

Born and bred in Ravenshoe (100 km west of Innisfail), 
Mal operated roadtrains out of The Lynd Junction, Mt Isa 
and Hughenden — hauling livestock — before moving to 
Cloncurry in 1999 and starting the tipper operation.

Early on he learned from painful experience that you 
can’t neglect maintenance in remote areas, and that you 
only buy equipment that is well supported.

In fact, the need for strict servicing and preventive 
maintenance scheduling is critical if you want to extract 
maximum life from equipment at minimum cost.

The Adcock family today runs two Cummins-powered 
Kenworths that pull triple and quad trailer combinations, 
hauling road construction and maintenance materials for 
councils and the Department of Main Roads.

One Kenworth is a T904 with a Gen II Signature 620 —  
the original engine in this truck was a 1999 model 
Signature 600 — while the other is T908 powered by  
an EGR Signature 600.

Mal Adcock’s appreciation of the value of maintenance 
is reflected in the life of the 1999 Signature 600 and the 
immaculate condition of the 11-year-old T904.

“That engine did over 14,000 hours… it had a monotherm 
piston upgrade, but apart from that it was basically 
trouble-free,” he says.

“We replaced it with a new Gen II Signature 620 and we 
did the installation ourselves. In fact, we do all our own 
maintenance.

“Our maintenance is spot on. It has to be. We regard  
oil change intervals as critical… we change engine oil  
every 200 hours and see very good durability by adhering 
to Cummins’ recommended maintenance guidelines.”

Cummins Premium Blue Extreme CJ-4 oil is used in  
both Signatures.

Plenty of diesel and dust have been consumed since  
Mal Adcock started driving trucks in the early 1970s after 
operating earthmoving machinery in his early working  
life. He bought his first truck in 1974.

He grimaces at the memory of that truck, an International 
C1840 powered by a Cummins C160 — a 464 cubic inch 
(7.6-litre) naturally aspirated in-line six. The 160 hp 
single-drive Inter pulled two single deck stock trailers. 

At that point Mal Adcock was operating out of The Lynd 
Junction. He moved to Mt Isa in 1980, then to Hughenden 
in 1986 where he remained until 1999. 

Adcock’s livestock haulage fleet totaled five Kenworths 
at one stage while having a trailer capacity of 25 decks. 
Cummins power included a ‘big banger’ KTA525 in a  
C500 and two N14-525 engines in T950s.

In 1999, Mal Adcock gave up carting livestock. “After 
25 years of it I’d had enough,” he recalls. “When live 
export came in we lost our long runs… it wasn’t worth it 
anymore.”

The Adcock family moved to Cloncurry in 1999, and Mal 
bought a set a tippers. “I saw a lot of potential in tipper 
work, hauling mining concentrate and quarry products,” 
he says.

Today Adcock’s Enterprises no longer hauls mining 
concentrate. “For the last three years we’ve had a steady 
stream of work carting road materials for councils and the 
Queensland Department of Main Roads,” he points out.

Mal Adcock drives the T904, while son Robert pilots  
the newest Kenworth, a two-year-old T908 which has  
the EGR Signature 600.

“The EGR engine pulls good,” says Robert. “It’s fuel 
consumption wasn’t too good to start with. It was doing 
700 to 800 metres per litre, but is now running equal  
with the Gen II Signature 620 at around 1.2 kilometres  
per litre.

“Overall we’re very happy with it.”  

Coastguard Hawke’s Bay is one of 67 volunteer  
Coastguard units stationed around New Zealand. 

Based in Napier on the North Island’s east coast,  
the Hawke’s Bay unit was awarded ‘Performance of  
the Year’ in 2009 by the national Coastguard body  
for its outstanding rescues.

Coastguard New Zealand described the efforts of  
the Hawke’s Bay team as an “outstanding example”  
of commitment and heroism.

In mid-2009, Coastguard Hawke’s Bay launched its new 
$1 million rescue vessel to service one of the largest 
operational Coastguard areas in the country.

The 11.7-metre QRV (quick response vessel), designed for 
a crew of four to six, is powered by twin 480 hp Cummins 
QSB engines driving through waterjets from HamiltonJet.

With a fuel capacity of 1100 litres, the vessel has a range 
of 230 nautical miles at a cruise speed of 30 knots. Top 
speed is 38 knots.

The vessel, which also acts as a backup pilot boat for  
the Port of Napier, is named after the late Celia Knowles, 
a Napier resident and keen seafarer whose estate of over 
$400,000 assisted the building of the craft.

Long time Coastguard skipper Alex Smith had a clear  
idea of what the ideal boat would look like. 

His investigations took him to Tauranga’s AMF Boat 
Company and together with designer David de Villiers, 
they finalised the specs for the new vessel which would 
replace an 8.5-metre trailer boat with twin outboards 
which had been in use since 1997.

Smith selected Cummins because “it is a well known, 
proven brand” with good parts and service availability  
in the area.

Swiftly	to the

A $1 million Cummins-powered 
vessel has set a new benchmark 
for Coastguard operations in 
New Zealand.

He points out the electronic 5.9-litre QSB  
diesels are also exceptionally quiet. 

“When a crew is at sea for hours at a time  
in tough conditions and things get tense, the  
non-stop drone of engines can be sapping.  
Low noise is a huge bonus for rescue crews,”  
he asserts.

There may only be a muted throb from the 
Cummins diesels, but importantly they offer 
plenty of reserve power, so if the Coastguard  
has to get to a scene in hurry, it can. 

The vessel is an RIB (rigid-hulled inflatable boat) 
design using heavy-duty Hypalon tubes.

“The primary job of the Coastguard is rescuing 
people and the soft tubes make this easier when 
you have to pull people up over the sides,” says 
Alex Smith. 

rescue

The tube system also 
provides reserve buoyancy 
and acts as a fender when 
manoeuvring alongside 
another vessel.

The use of waterjets was 
another key requirement. 
“Spinning props are very 
dangerous when retrieving 
people from the water, so 
the waterjets eliminate 
that issue,” Smith points 
out. “The jets also give us 
the ability to operate in 
very shallow water.”

The quality of workmanship in the Coastguard vessel is 
obviously very high.

Tauranga-based AMF (Aluminium Marine Fabricators), 
established in 1984, builds a range of aluminium 
pleasure and workboats from 5.8 to 14 metres. Its easy 
to understand why its RIB vessels are popular with 
Coastguard units around New Zealand.  

Coastguard Hawke’s Bay vessel, powered by twin 480 hp 
Cummins QSB engines, has a top speed of 38 knots.

Long time Coastguard 
skipper Alex Smith 

wanted Cummins because 
it’s a “well known, well 

proven” brand.

Kenworth T908, piloted by Robert Adcock, is powered 
by an EGR Signature 600 engine.

Adcock gets 

down to bedrock
Adcock’s oldest Kenworth is an immaculate 11-year-old 

T904. The original Signature engine did over 14,000 

hours. It has since been repowered with a Gen II Signature.

Robert Adcock is impressed with the EGR Signature engine.

Mal Adcock (left) with son Robert. Their appreciation 
of the value of maintenance is shown in the immaculate 
condition of their equipment.

Long time Coastguard 
skipper Alex Smith 

wanted Cummins because 
it’s a “well known, well 

proven” brand.
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Cummins engines       

Cummins has a strong presence at Darwin airport. These two 
PowerBox generator sets provide back-up power for the terminal 

and other civil facilities in the airport precinct.

Powered by 11 
Eleven Cummins engines are installed 
in this ship-and-barge combination 
— the Ursa Montana — which is 192.5 
metres long and operates on 800 km  
of the River Rhine in Europe. 

The ship is 104.5 metres long with  
a beam of 17.28 metres, while the  
95-metre long barge — secured to  
the bow of the mother vessel — has 
the same 17.28-metre beam.

When the two vessels’ combined 
length is too long for a lock, the 
barge and ship are decoupled. 
Utilising thrusters, the barge 

(navigated from a small wheelhouse 
forward) can enter the lock under its 
own power. The main vessel can then 
transit the lock before rejoining  
the barge.

To perform these aquatic manoeuvres 
requires five 560 hp Cummins QSX15 
thruster engines and two 1,800 hp 
Cummins QSK50 main engines. In 
addition to these seven engines, 
four Cummins QSB-powered 85 kVA 
generator sets provide electrical  
power to the two vessels. 

Total installed power is 6,727 hp.

The most impressive arrival you 
could possibly make at Darwin 
International Airport is by the 
Space Shuttle.

With its long runway — 3.35 km long by 60 metres wide 
— the airport is an official emergency landing site for the 
NASA space craft.

Darwin International Airport is actually a joint-user facility 
shared with the Department of Defence. The site has been 
a base for the Royal Australian Air Force since 1940 and 
today is one of the RAAF’s main forward operating bases.

The airport can accommodate the largest aircraft 
operating in the world today.

Emergency back-up power is thus critical at the airport, 
especially with Darwin having one of the highest lightning 
strike rates in the world. Early this year, the city was 
blacked out for around 10 hours after a lightning strike.

Cummins has a strong presence at the airport, its 
generator sets used for emergency back-up power at both 
defence and civil facilities. Air Traffic Control is provided 
by the RAAF, with the control tower having a 330 kVA 
Cummins diesel genset on standby to provide critical 
power in the event of a grid outage.

The domestic/international terminal with its computer 
and public address systems, flight arrival/departure 
monitors, security cameras, air conditioning, apron 
lighting and so on also relies on uninterrupted  
electrical service.

“Darwin is very vulnerable during the wet season because 
of lightning strikes, so the airport must have a reliable 
back-up power system,” says Quentin Parker, technical 
services manager at the airport.

Two Cummins PowerBox 40X diesel generator sets, each 
rated at 1.5 MW, provide back-up power for the terminal 
and other civil facilities in the airport precinct which 
include two hotels with a third under construction.

The PowerBox concept provides a fully integrated power 
system with the genset  installed in an ISO container — a 
40 ft container in the case of the units at Darwin airport. 
These gensets are powered by the Cummins QSK60, a  
60-litre V16.

“Darwin International Airport wanted a quick, simple 
and competitively priced solution to their increased 
emergency power demand and we were able to provide 
that solution,” says Wayne Smith, who headed up the 
project for Cummins Darwin. 

Two 70,000-litre diesel tanks and a 3,500-litre day tank 
give the gensets the capacity to run 24/7 for around  
a week.  

the	way Darwin airport is an official emergency 
landing site for the Space Shuttle.

Darwin airport’s technical services manager Quentin 
Parker (left) with Nic Plovits and Wayne Smith from the 
Cummins Darwin branch.

Emergency back-up power is critical at the airport, 
especially with Darwin having one of the highest 
lightning strike rates in the world.

lights
Darwin	airport	

Peaking

Cummins Power Generation is 
building its fourth ultra-low-emission 
diesel power station in Australia.

The 60 MW peaking plant south of Adelaide is scheduled 
for completion late in 2010. 

The new power station is being built next to an existing 
20 MW peaking plant that was built by Cummins in the 
Adelaide suburb of Lonsdale in 2001.

In fact, the Lonsdale plant, which won a prestigious  
award for environmental excellence from the Institution 
of Engineers Australia, has been moved to an adjacent  
site to accommodate the new 60 MW station.

The new plant is named Port Stanvac which is  
an industrial zone within the Lonsdale precinct.

As is the case with the other peaking plants built by 
Cummins, the Port Stanvac power station will be operated 
and maintained by Cummins but owned by Infratil,  
a New Zealand listed company that invests in  
infrastructure and utility assets. 

The other peaking plants are at Kurri Kurri (26 MW)  
in the NSW Hunter Valley, and at Angaston (50 MW) in  
South Australia’s Barossa Valley.

These are the cleanest fossil fuel power stations in 
Australia, using selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
technology to deliver near-zero emissions of nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), a smog-causing pollutant and  
greenhouse gas.

The Port Stanvac plant, which will comprise 36 Cummins 
QSK60 generator sets — each nominally rated at 1.6 MW 
— will be able to start up, synchronize and generate full 
power in less than two minutes. 

The plant will be connected to the national electricity  
grid and operate only when market demand or pricing is 
very high. 

Tony Blaubaum is general manager of Cummins South 
Pacific’s Energy Solutions Business unit which is responsible 
for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of 
the four peaking power stations in Australia.

“As an electricity retailer, Infratil is building the  
Port Stanvac plant to protect it from dramatic spikes  
in wholesale electricity prices in South Australia,”  
says Blaubaum.

“Typical spot prices are $20 to $50 per megawatt-hour, 
but in summer when there’s high residential demand 
prices can spike at $10,000 per megawatt-hour.”

Infratil will remotely start and stop the Port Stanvac plant 
as required. In fact, start-up will be able to be achieved 
simply by sending an SMS text message to the Cummins 
digital master control system for the gensets. 

The SCR technology that will be used to treat the exhaust 
gases of the 60-litre, V16 QSK60 diesel engines powering 
the gensets will reduce NOx emissions by up to 95%. The 
SCR system uses a urea spray and catalysts to convert the 
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions into nitrogen gas and 
water vapour, two harmless and natural components of 
the air we breathe.

In addition to producing very low emissions, the gensets 
will also be very quiet. To limit maximum noise level 
to only 65 dBA at the nearest commercial/residential 
boundary, the 36 gensets will be housed in three special 
sound-attenuated buildings.

David Sheldon is  
heading up the 
demanding project 
for Cummins. He 
has been involved in 
the construction and 
commissioning of the 
three previous peaking 
plants and is well 
regarded for his  
project management 
expertise.  

at the right time

Ultra-low-emission 65 MW diesel power station is due for completion late in 2010.

Tony Blaubaum… has ensured Cummins 
is building the cleanest fossil fuel power 
stations in Australia.

The original Lonsdale 
power station built  
in 2001.

David Sheldon… heads up the demanding 
project for Cummins.
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Cummins engines       

Cummins has a strong presence at Darwin airport. These two 
PowerBox generator sets provide back-up power for the terminal 

and other civil facilities in the airport precinct.

Powered by 11 
Eleven Cummins engines are installed 
in this ship-and-barge combination 
— the Ursa Montana — which is 192.5 
metres long and operates on 800 km  
of the River Rhine in Europe. 

The ship is 104.5 metres long with  
a beam of 17.28 metres, while the  
95-metre long barge — secured to  
the bow of the mother vessel — has 
the same 17.28-metre beam.

When the two vessels’ combined 
length is too long for a lock, the 
barge and ship are decoupled. 
Utilising thrusters, the barge 

(navigated from a small wheelhouse 
forward) can enter the lock under its 
own power. The main vessel can then 
transit the lock before rejoining  
the barge.

To perform these aquatic manoeuvres 
requires five 560 hp Cummins QSX15 
thruster engines and two 1,800 hp 
Cummins QSK50 main engines. In 
addition to these seven engines, 
four Cummins QSB-powered 85 kVA 
generator sets provide electrical  
power to the two vessels. 

Total installed power is 6,727 hp.

The most impressive arrival you 
could possibly make at Darwin 
International Airport is by the 
Space Shuttle.

With its long runway — 3.35 km long by 60 metres wide 
— the airport is an official emergency landing site for the 
NASA space craft.

Darwin International Airport is actually a joint-user facility 
shared with the Department of Defence. The site has been 
a base for the Royal Australian Air Force since 1940 and 
today is one of the RAAF’s main forward operating bases.

The airport can accommodate the largest aircraft 
operating in the world today.

Emergency back-up power is thus critical at the airport, 
especially with Darwin having one of the highest lightning 
strike rates in the world. Early this year, the city was 
blacked out for around 10 hours after a lightning strike.

Cummins has a strong presence at the airport, its 
generator sets used for emergency back-up power at both 
defence and civil facilities. Air Traffic Control is provided 
by the RAAF, with the control tower having a 330 kVA 
Cummins diesel genset on standby to provide critical 
power in the event of a grid outage.

The domestic/international terminal with its computer 
and public address systems, flight arrival/departure 
monitors, security cameras, air conditioning, apron 
lighting and so on also relies on uninterrupted  
electrical service.

“Darwin is very vulnerable during the wet season because 
of lightning strikes, so the airport must have a reliable 
back-up power system,” says Quentin Parker, technical 
services manager at the airport.

Two Cummins PowerBox 40X diesel generator sets, each 
rated at 1.5 MW, provide back-up power for the terminal 
and other civil facilities in the airport precinct which 
include two hotels with a third under construction.

The PowerBox concept provides a fully integrated power 
system with the genset  installed in an ISO container — a 
40 ft container in the case of the units at Darwin airport. 
These gensets are powered by the Cummins QSK60, a  
60-litre V16.

“Darwin International Airport wanted a quick, simple 
and competitively priced solution to their increased 
emergency power demand and we were able to provide 
that solution,” says Wayne Smith, who headed up the 
project for Cummins Darwin. 

Two 70,000-litre diesel tanks and a 3,500-litre day tank 
give the gensets the capacity to run 24/7 for around  
a week.  

the	way Darwin airport is an official emergency 
landing site for the Space Shuttle.

Darwin airport’s technical services manager Quentin 
Parker (left) with Nic Plovits and Wayne Smith from the 
Cummins Darwin branch.

Emergency back-up power is critical at the airport, 
especially with Darwin having one of the highest 
lightning strike rates in the world.

lights
Darwin	airport	

Peaking

Cummins Power Generation is 
building its fourth ultra-low-emission 
diesel power station in Australia.

The 60 MW peaking plant south of Adelaide is scheduled 
for completion late in 2010. 

The new power station is being built next to an existing 
20 MW peaking plant that was built by Cummins in the 
Adelaide suburb of Lonsdale in 2001.

In fact, the Lonsdale plant, which won a prestigious  
award for environmental excellence from the Institution 
of Engineers Australia, has been moved to an adjacent  
site to accommodate the new 60 MW station.

The new plant is named Port Stanvac which is  
an industrial zone within the Lonsdale precinct.

As is the case with the other peaking plants built by 
Cummins, the Port Stanvac power station will be operated 
and maintained by Cummins but owned by Infratil,  
a New Zealand listed company that invests in  
infrastructure and utility assets. 

The other peaking plants are at Kurri Kurri (26 MW)  
in the NSW Hunter Valley, and at Angaston (50 MW) in  
South Australia’s Barossa Valley.

These are the cleanest fossil fuel power stations in 
Australia, using selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
technology to deliver near-zero emissions of nitrogen 
oxides (NOx), a smog-causing pollutant and  
greenhouse gas.

The Port Stanvac plant, which will comprise 36 Cummins 
QSK60 generator sets — each nominally rated at 1.6 MW 
— will be able to start up, synchronize and generate full 
power in less than two minutes. 

The plant will be connected to the national electricity  
grid and operate only when market demand or pricing is 
very high. 

Tony Blaubaum is general manager of Cummins South 
Pacific’s Energy Solutions Business unit which is responsible 
for the design, construction, operation and maintenance of 
the four peaking power stations in Australia.

“As an electricity retailer, Infratil is building the  
Port Stanvac plant to protect it from dramatic spikes  
in wholesale electricity prices in South Australia,”  
says Blaubaum.

“Typical spot prices are $20 to $50 per megawatt-hour, 
but in summer when there’s high residential demand 
prices can spike at $10,000 per megawatt-hour.”

Infratil will remotely start and stop the Port Stanvac plant 
as required. In fact, start-up will be able to be achieved 
simply by sending an SMS text message to the Cummins 
digital master control system for the gensets. 

The SCR technology that will be used to treat the exhaust 
gases of the 60-litre, V16 QSK60 diesel engines powering 
the gensets will reduce NOx emissions by up to 95%. The 
SCR system uses a urea spray and catalysts to convert the 
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions into nitrogen gas and 
water vapour, two harmless and natural components of 
the air we breathe.

In addition to producing very low emissions, the gensets 
will also be very quiet. To limit maximum noise level 
to only 65 dBA at the nearest commercial/residential 
boundary, the 36 gensets will be housed in three special 
sound-attenuated buildings.

David Sheldon is  
heading up the 
demanding project 
for Cummins. He 
has been involved in 
the construction and 
commissioning of the 
three previous peaking 
plants and is well 
regarded for his  
project management 
expertise.  

at the right time

Ultra-low-emission 65 MW diesel power station is due for completion late in 2010.

Tony Blaubaum… has ensured Cummins 
is building the cleanest fossil fuel power 
stations in Australia.

The original Lonsdale 
power station built  
in 2001.

David Sheldon… heads up the demanding 
project for Cummins.
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Focus
Comment by Dennis Quinn  
Managing Director — Cummins South Pacific 

Cummins will receive nearly US$54 million  
in funding from the US Department of  
Energy (DOE) for two projects aimed at 
improving fuel efficiency of heavy-duty  
and light-duty vehicles. 

The Cummins awards were among  
nine project awards, totalling more than 
$187 million, announced at an event at the 
Cummins Technical Centre in Columbus.

Cummins will receive nearly $39 million  
in funding to develop and demonstrate a 
highly efficient Class 8 truck (SuperTruck).  
The company will receive an additional 
$15 million in funding to support advanced 
technology powertrains for light-duty  
vehicles. 

In addition to the benefits of reduced fuel 
consumption and petroleum usage, the 
improvements in engine system efficiency will 
deliver a significant reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

Cummins will partner with Peterbilt, a division 
of Paccar, for its SuperTruck project. The 
Cummins project will develop and demonstrate 
a highly efficient and clean diesel engine, 
an advanced waste heat recovery system, 
an aerodynamic Peterbilt tractor and trailer 
combination, and a fuel cell auxiliary power 
unit to reduce engine idling. 

During the program development, over 60 
technical positions will be dedicated to 
the project work at Cummins. Successful 
production implementation will result in 
additional long-term positions.

At Cummins, like most businesses, we have some very clear business goals 
that we use to drive our performance and ensure the entire organisation is 
working together in one direction. Our three overarching business goals are:

	 be the first choice of customers. 

	 to provide a great place to work.

	 to achieve our financial objectives over the cycle. 

I would like to update you on what we are doing to meet the first of  
these objectives. 

I strongly believe that our success is dependent on our customers being 
successful. It is only when we at Cummins can demonstrate to you that  
we can help your business succeed that we will win more of your business. 
We recognise that you have alternative suppliers and it is only when we truly 
understand your business and partner with you in improving your returns  
that we will develop a long term relationship. 

We have always been aware of this and sought customer feedback on 
our performance in many ways, both formal and informal. Our frontline 
people are constantly feeding back customer issues and concerns; we visit 
customers as regularly as we can; and we organise customer events around 
the region. We now also have a new customer survey to further enhance our 
understanding of where we are performing well, and where we need  
to do better. 

The Net Promoter Score survey focuses on customers who have recently had 
service work completed at a Cummins outlet. The key question in the survey 
is ‘How likely are you to recommend Cummins to a friend or colleague?’ 
which is rated on a scale from 1-10. Research shows that only 10% of satisfied 
customers are likely to recommend a company to a friend, whereas 80% of 
delighted customers would do so. We have set the bar high — only customers 
who score us a 9 or 10 (out of 10) are considered promoters so it is a  
tough measure.

How are we doing?  Well I am pleased to say that where we have compared 
ourselves to competitors in the market place we are generally doing well, 
but that is not enough. We have found that a lot of customers are scoring us 
7 or 8 — but not 9 or 10. Good but not great — and something I would like to 
see changed. We do of course have some customers who score us lower than 
that, and we ensure we follow them up immediately and individually  
to rectify the situation as soon as possible. 

We are working very hard to improve this position and I am pleased to say 
that our satisfaction levels have improved this year against last year, but 
there is still more to do. The three biggest areas we need to improve around 
the service event are communication, repair quality and timeliness. We have 
already made some changes in this area — some across the entire region, 
some specific to local branches, but there will be more in the future. 

Cummins understands that demands on your business are increasing 
constantly, and we need to continue to improve our service support to 
support you in achieving your objectives so that we do indeed become  
and remain ‘your first choice’ when it comes to dependable power.

Vicki Pafumi has been appointed Director 
— Parts and Service Sales and Marketing  
and Logistics for Cummins South Pacific.

Vicki has worked in various finance roles  
and as a business analyst in her 11 years  
at Cummins.

Her most recent work has been as  
a Six Sigma ‘Black Belt’ in which she 
has excelled in a number of significant 
projects in implementing permanent 
process improvements.

She has won a Chairman’s Award (made 
by Cummins Inc. Chairman Tim Solso) for 
one of her Six Sigma projects.

In her new role, Vicki reports to 
Cummins South Pacific Managing Director 
Dennis Quinn.

Queenslander Jan Pattison was a popular 
winner of the National Trucking Industry 
Woman of the Year award at the 2010 ATA 
convention on the Gold Coast.

“I’d like to thank Cummins South Pacific 
for their continued sponsorship of the 
award and also their recognition of 
women in the workforce,” Jan said.

“They’ve got a great culture that 
encourages women to further their 
careers. I’d also like to thank Transport 
Women Australia Ltd who nominated me.”

Jan Pattison has been involved in the 
trucking industry for many years, both as 
a partner to an owner driver and as a long 
term road safety advocate.

She played a role in developing the 
industry safety accreditation program, 
TruckSafe, in Queensland and was also 
involved in the introduction of the fatigue 
management pilot program.

Since 2001 she has worked as the membership 
liaison officer at the QTA and is trained as a 
road crash rescue first responder.

Olympian Warren Potent, a parts 
interpreter at the Cummins Wetherill Park 
branch in Sydney, will be representing 
Australia at the Commonwealth Games  
in Delhi, India, in October.

This will be the third Commonwealth 
Games for the 48-year-old Potent, 
currently ranked No.1 in the world for  
the men’s rifle prone event, shot over  
a distance of 50 metres.

Winner of a bronze medal at the Beijing 
Olympics in 2008, Potent has been in top 
form in 2010.

Cummins will offer a broad range of 
both mechanical and electronic marine 
engines that meet the IMO Tier II 
emissions regulation to take effect  
in Australia and New Zealand from  
January 2011.

“In fact, all current Cummins Quantum 
electronic engines, from the 5.9-litre 
QSB to the 60-litre QSK60 rated at 
2,500 hp (1864 kW), already meet or 
exceed IMO Tier II,” says Troy Lawson, 
marine business manager for Cummins 
South Pacific.

The IMO (International Marine 
Organisation) Tier II regulation will apply 
to diesel engines over 130 kW (174 hp) in 
commercial applications.

Vessels with a keel-laid date on or  
after January 1, 2011, will require the 
IMO  Tier II certified diesel engines. New 
vessels that have their keel laid prior  
to January 1, 2011, can continue to  
use Tier I engines.

The key difference between the IMO 
Tier II and Tier I regulations is a 20% 
reduction in nitrogen oxides (NOx). 

The IMO regulation states that identical 
engines can be used to replace existing 
engines. So if a vessel owner has a Tier 
I Cummins K19 rated at 500 hp, he can 
replace that engine with an identical 
Tier l K19 after January 2011.

The IMO will continue to exempt (from 
emissions regulations) diesel engines 
used solely for emergency applications.

Following IMO Tier II, emissions  
standards will tighten even further  
when IMO Tier III is introduced in  
January 2016. Tier III will represent  
an 80% reduction in NOx from the  
Tier I standard.

Confirming its technological leadership, 
Cummins has already chased down diesel 
engine emissions to near-zero levels 
to comply with on-highway regulations 
which dictate the most stringent 
emissions levels in the world.

In fact, leadership in combustion 
research, air handling, fuel systems, 
electronic controls and exhaust 
aftertreatment underpins Cummins’ 
strategy of developing specific emissions 
solutions for specific market segments.

“Our marine customers can be  
assured that Cummins will deliver the 
most cost-effective solution to meet  
upcoming emissions requirements,”  
says Troy Lawson.

When Cummins Inc. announced it was 
establishing an engineering organisation 
to help subsidiaries and business 
partners around the globe grow and 
leverage its engineering capability, 
it wasn’t surprising that talent from 
Cummins South Pacific was recruited  
to the group.

Cummins South Pacific has long been 
considered to have one of the more 
mature Cummins engineering groups 
outside of factory facilities.  

It is well known for its technical 
capabilities, engine installation quality 
assurance, and drive to ensure that the 
customer’s needs are met.  

In addition, it is well respected within 
the Cummins organisation for being 
strategic, having global awareness,  
and presenting grass roots solutions  
to key problems.  

All these skills put Danni Pietsch in good 
stead when applying for the application 
engineering leader role in the new 
engineering organisation.

In her new role, Danni is providing 
application engineering functional 
excellence for all distributor 
application engineers globally by 
improving tooling, processes and 
training support. She is also focusing 
on controls integration and validation, 
and aftertreatment systems testing and 
validation for new Cummins products.

During her 12 years with Cummins, 
Danni has filled a number of roles 
including senior engineer and 
electronics service engineer for  
both the automotive and industrial  
business groups.

She also spent two years at Cummins 
Inc. headquarters in Columbus, Indiana, 
gaining skills in engine electronics, 
developing calibrations for the QSK19, 
QSK23 and QST30 engines to meet 
customers requirements.  

She is best known locally for tailoring 
Cummins electronics to ensure seamless 
integration between Cummins engines 
and machine electronics.

“As an application engineer at 
Cummins you are expected to be 
practical and hands-on and my career 
has been no different,” says Danni.

“My first week as an engineer at 
Cummins was spent changing flywheel 
housings on ISC engines, and the 
second week I helped repower a  
local fishing boat.”  

Subsequently over the years, Danni 
has found herself in quite a number 
of memorable locations representing 
Cummins.  

These include the Tanami Desert  
(in the Northern Territory) working 
on the dual-engine roadtrains; in 
Pennsylvania in the early hours of 
the morning conducting performance 
reviews on oilwell fracture rigs; 
visiting customers in Texas and 
taking their private plane to Mexico 
for dinner; and conducting training 
in Germany where English was the 
second language.  

However, not all application 
engineering jobs are about the glory 
and Danni has had her fair share 
of those at the other end of the 
scale including riding garbage trucks 
for hours waiting for intermittent 
issues; fighting sea sickness while 
working in the hulls; and spending 
countless hours in the office liaising 
with counterparts in the US, writing 
reports, improving processes and 
helping field technicians over  
the phone any time of the day  
or night.  

When asked, ‘What do you like  
most about working at Cummins?’ 
Danni replies: “The variety of work 
and producing results which delight 
the customer. In my previous roles, 
my achievements were primarily one 
machine at a time. However in my 
new role I have the opportunity to 
make improvements which will affect 
application engineers globally and 
ultimately lead to an engineering 
organisation which is easier to do 
business with.”  

Dannitakes charge

Cummins 
marine 
engines  
set for  
lower 
emissions  
in 2011

Jan wins award, praises  
Cummins for recognition of women

Warren Potent

Jan Pattison with Mike Fowler, Director — Automotive Business, Cummins South Pacific.

Cummins has donated six A-series engines 
to the South Western Sydney Institute of 
TAFE at Wetherill Park.

The engines will be used as training  
units for students in the heavy vehicle  
and plant mechanics stream.

The donation was made possible by 
Cummins Used manager Tony Borg and 
Business Manager — Industrial Miles Paul.

Cummins Wetherill Park has a close 
relationship with the TAFE which uses a 
range of Cummins training modules covering 
both electronic and mechanical engines.

All current Cummins Quantum engines 
already meet or exceed IMO Tier II.

TAFE and Cummins 
personnel at the 
hand-over of six  
A-series engines.

Cummins donates engines to TAFE

At the World Cup in Sydney earlier this year, 
he shot a world record equalling, perfect 
score of 600 in the qualifying round before 
going on to win the gold medal. 

Warren Potent was first introduced to the 
sport by a friend at high school when he was 
16, and has now been shooting for 30 years. 

He competed in his first nationals in 
1980 and has represented Australia in 
international competitions since 1986 
including three Olympic Games, at Sydney 
(2000), Athens (2004) and Beijing.

He actually took a break from competitive 
shooting from 1990 to 1997 when he bought a 
car detailing business. He made his comeback 
to international competition in 1997 after 
Sydney was awarded the 2000 Olympic Games, 
buoyed by the prospect of shooting at home.

He describes rifle shooting as being “95% 
mental and 5% physical”, and probably 
the only sport in the world in which the 
competitor has to be completely still.

“The bullseye is only 10.4 millimetres in 
diameter, so it’s a sport which there’s little 
margin for error,” he says.

Potent going for gold in Delhi

Vicki Pafumi

Cummins gets US$54 m to improve 
fuel efficiency

Vicki in lead  
parts & service role
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Comment by Dennis Quinn  
Managing Director — Cummins South Pacific 

Cummins will receive nearly US$54 million  
in funding from the US Department of  
Energy (DOE) for two projects aimed at 
improving fuel efficiency of heavy-duty  
and light-duty vehicles. 

The Cummins awards were among  
nine project awards, totalling more than 
$187 million, announced at an event at the 
Cummins Technical Centre in Columbus.

Cummins will receive nearly $39 million  
in funding to develop and demonstrate a 
highly efficient Class 8 truck (SuperTruck).  
The company will receive an additional 
$15 million in funding to support advanced 
technology powertrains for light-duty  
vehicles. 

In addition to the benefits of reduced fuel 
consumption and petroleum usage, the 
improvements in engine system efficiency will 
deliver a significant reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

Cummins will partner with Peterbilt, a division 
of Paccar, for its SuperTruck project. The 
Cummins project will develop and demonstrate 
a highly efficient and clean diesel engine, 
an advanced waste heat recovery system, 
an aerodynamic Peterbilt tractor and trailer 
combination, and a fuel cell auxiliary power 
unit to reduce engine idling. 

During the program development, over 60 
technical positions will be dedicated to 
the project work at Cummins. Successful 
production implementation will result in 
additional long-term positions.

At Cummins, like most businesses, we have some very clear business goals 
that we use to drive our performance and ensure the entire organisation is 
working together in one direction. Our three overarching business goals are:

	 be the first choice of customers. 

	 to provide a great place to work.

	 to achieve our financial objectives over the cycle. 

I would like to update you on what we are doing to meet the first of  
these objectives. 

I strongly believe that our success is dependent on our customers being 
successful. It is only when we at Cummins can demonstrate to you that  
we can help your business succeed that we will win more of your business. 
We recognise that you have alternative suppliers and it is only when we truly 
understand your business and partner with you in improving your returns  
that we will develop a long term relationship. 

We have always been aware of this and sought customer feedback on 
our performance in many ways, both formal and informal. Our frontline 
people are constantly feeding back customer issues and concerns; we visit 
customers as regularly as we can; and we organise customer events around 
the region. We now also have a new customer survey to further enhance our 
understanding of where we are performing well, and where we need  
to do better. 

The Net Promoter Score survey focuses on customers who have recently had 
service work completed at a Cummins outlet. The key question in the survey 
is ‘How likely are you to recommend Cummins to a friend or colleague?’ 
which is rated on a scale from 1-10. Research shows that only 10% of satisfied 
customers are likely to recommend a company to a friend, whereas 80% of 
delighted customers would do so. We have set the bar high — only customers 
who score us a 9 or 10 (out of 10) are considered promoters so it is a  
tough measure.

How are we doing?  Well I am pleased to say that where we have compared 
ourselves to competitors in the market place we are generally doing well, 
but that is not enough. We have found that a lot of customers are scoring us 
7 or 8 — but not 9 or 10. Good but not great — and something I would like to 
see changed. We do of course have some customers who score us lower than 
that, and we ensure we follow them up immediately and individually  
to rectify the situation as soon as possible. 

We are working very hard to improve this position and I am pleased to say 
that our satisfaction levels have improved this year against last year, but 
there is still more to do. The three biggest areas we need to improve around 
the service event are communication, repair quality and timeliness. We have 
already made some changes in this area — some across the entire region, 
some specific to local branches, but there will be more in the future. 

Cummins understands that demands on your business are increasing 
constantly, and we need to continue to improve our service support to 
support you in achieving your objectives so that we do indeed become  
and remain ‘your first choice’ when it comes to dependable power.

Vicki Pafumi has been appointed Director 
— Parts and Service Sales and Marketing  
and Logistics for Cummins South Pacific.

Vicki has worked in various finance roles  
and as a business analyst in her 11 years  
at Cummins.

Her most recent work has been as  
a Six Sigma ‘Black Belt’ in which she 
has excelled in a number of significant 
projects in implementing permanent 
process improvements.

She has won a Chairman’s Award (made 
by Cummins Inc. Chairman Tim Solso) for 
one of her Six Sigma projects.

In her new role, Vicki reports to 
Cummins South Pacific Managing Director 
Dennis Quinn.

Queenslander Jan Pattison was a popular 
winner of the National Trucking Industry 
Woman of the Year award at the 2010 ATA 
convention on the Gold Coast.

“I’d like to thank Cummins South Pacific 
for their continued sponsorship of the 
award and also their recognition of 
women in the workforce,” Jan said.

“They’ve got a great culture that 
encourages women to further their 
careers. I’d also like to thank Transport 
Women Australia Ltd who nominated me.”

Jan Pattison has been involved in the 
trucking industry for many years, both as 
a partner to an owner driver and as a long 
term road safety advocate.

She played a role in developing the 
industry safety accreditation program, 
TruckSafe, in Queensland and was also 
involved in the introduction of the fatigue 
management pilot program.

Since 2001 she has worked as the membership 
liaison officer at the QTA and is trained as a 
road crash rescue first responder.

Olympian Warren Potent, a parts 
interpreter at the Cummins Wetherill Park 
branch in Sydney, will be representing 
Australia at the Commonwealth Games  
in Delhi, India, in October.

This will be the third Commonwealth 
Games for the 48-year-old Potent, 
currently ranked No.1 in the world for  
the men’s rifle prone event, shot over  
a distance of 50 metres.

Winner of a bronze medal at the Beijing 
Olympics in 2008, Potent has been in top 
form in 2010.

Cummins will offer a broad range of 
both mechanical and electronic marine 
engines that meet the IMO Tier II 
emissions regulation to take effect  
in Australia and New Zealand from  
January 2011.

“In fact, all current Cummins Quantum 
electronic engines, from the 5.9-litre 
QSB to the 60-litre QSK60 rated at 
2,500 hp (1864 kW), already meet or 
exceed IMO Tier II,” says Troy Lawson, 
marine business manager for Cummins 
South Pacific.

The IMO (International Marine 
Organisation) Tier II regulation will apply 
to diesel engines over 130 kW (174 hp) in 
commercial applications.

Vessels with a keel-laid date on or  
after January 1, 2011, will require the 
IMO  Tier II certified diesel engines. New 
vessels that have their keel laid prior  
to January 1, 2011, can continue to  
use Tier I engines.

The key difference between the IMO 
Tier II and Tier I regulations is a 20% 
reduction in nitrogen oxides (NOx). 

The IMO regulation states that identical 
engines can be used to replace existing 
engines. So if a vessel owner has a Tier 
I Cummins K19 rated at 500 hp, he can 
replace that engine with an identical 
Tier l K19 after January 2011.

The IMO will continue to exempt (from 
emissions regulations) diesel engines 
used solely for emergency applications.

Following IMO Tier II, emissions  
standards will tighten even further  
when IMO Tier III is introduced in  
January 2016. Tier III will represent  
an 80% reduction in NOx from the  
Tier I standard.

Confirming its technological leadership, 
Cummins has already chased down diesel 
engine emissions to near-zero levels 
to comply with on-highway regulations 
which dictate the most stringent 
emissions levels in the world.

In fact, leadership in combustion 
research, air handling, fuel systems, 
electronic controls and exhaust 
aftertreatment underpins Cummins’ 
strategy of developing specific emissions 
solutions for specific market segments.

“Our marine customers can be  
assured that Cummins will deliver the 
most cost-effective solution to meet  
upcoming emissions requirements,”  
says Troy Lawson.

When Cummins Inc. announced it was 
establishing an engineering organisation 
to help subsidiaries and business 
partners around the globe grow and 
leverage its engineering capability, 
it wasn’t surprising that talent from 
Cummins South Pacific was recruited  
to the group.

Cummins South Pacific has long been 
considered to have one of the more 
mature Cummins engineering groups 
outside of factory facilities.  

It is well known for its technical 
capabilities, engine installation quality 
assurance, and drive to ensure that the 
customer’s needs are met.  

In addition, it is well respected within 
the Cummins organisation for being 
strategic, having global awareness,  
and presenting grass roots solutions  
to key problems.  

All these skills put Danni Pietsch in good 
stead when applying for the application 
engineering leader role in the new 
engineering organisation.

In her new role, Danni is providing 
application engineering functional 
excellence for all distributor 
application engineers globally by 
improving tooling, processes and 
training support. She is also focusing 
on controls integration and validation, 
and aftertreatment systems testing and 
validation for new Cummins products.

During her 12 years with Cummins, 
Danni has filled a number of roles 
including senior engineer and 
electronics service engineer for  
both the automotive and industrial  
business groups.

She also spent two years at Cummins 
Inc. headquarters in Columbus, Indiana, 
gaining skills in engine electronics, 
developing calibrations for the QSK19, 
QSK23 and QST30 engines to meet 
customers requirements.  

She is best known locally for tailoring 
Cummins electronics to ensure seamless 
integration between Cummins engines 
and machine electronics.

“As an application engineer at 
Cummins you are expected to be 
practical and hands-on and my career 
has been no different,” says Danni.

“My first week as an engineer at 
Cummins was spent changing flywheel 
housings on ISC engines, and the 
second week I helped repower a  
local fishing boat.”  

Subsequently over the years, Danni 
has found herself in quite a number 
of memorable locations representing 
Cummins.  

These include the Tanami Desert  
(in the Northern Territory) working 
on the dual-engine roadtrains; in 
Pennsylvania in the early hours of 
the morning conducting performance 
reviews on oilwell fracture rigs; 
visiting customers in Texas and 
taking their private plane to Mexico 
for dinner; and conducting training 
in Germany where English was the 
second language.  

However, not all application 
engineering jobs are about the glory 
and Danni has had her fair share 
of those at the other end of the 
scale including riding garbage trucks 
for hours waiting for intermittent 
issues; fighting sea sickness while 
working in the hulls; and spending 
countless hours in the office liaising 
with counterparts in the US, writing 
reports, improving processes and 
helping field technicians over  
the phone any time of the day  
or night.  

When asked, ‘What do you like  
most about working at Cummins?’ 
Danni replies: “The variety of work 
and producing results which delight 
the customer. In my previous roles, 
my achievements were primarily one 
machine at a time. However in my 
new role I have the opportunity to 
make improvements which will affect 
application engineers globally and 
ultimately lead to an engineering 
organisation which is easier to do 
business with.”  

Dannitakes charge

Cummins 
marine 
engines  
set for  
lower 
emissions  
in 2011

Jan wins award, praises  
Cummins for recognition of women

Warren Potent

Jan Pattison with Mike Fowler, Director — Automotive Business, Cummins South Pacific.

Cummins has donated six A-series engines 
to the South Western Sydney Institute of 
TAFE at Wetherill Park.

The engines will be used as training  
units for students in the heavy vehicle  
and plant mechanics stream.

The donation was made possible by 
Cummins Used manager Tony Borg and 
Business Manager — Industrial Miles Paul.

Cummins Wetherill Park has a close 
relationship with the TAFE which uses a 
range of Cummins training modules covering 
both electronic and mechanical engines.

All current Cummins Quantum engines 
already meet or exceed IMO Tier II.

TAFE and Cummins 
personnel at the 
hand-over of six  
A-series engines.

Cummins donates engines to TAFE

At the World Cup in Sydney earlier this year, 
he shot a world record equalling, perfect 
score of 600 in the qualifying round before 
going on to win the gold medal. 

Warren Potent was first introduced to the 
sport by a friend at high school when he was 
16, and has now been shooting for 30 years. 

He competed in his first nationals in 
1980 and has represented Australia in 
international competitions since 1986 
including three Olympic Games, at Sydney 
(2000), Athens (2004) and Beijing.

He actually took a break from competitive 
shooting from 1990 to 1997 when he bought a 
car detailing business. He made his comeback 
to international competition in 1997 after 
Sydney was awarded the 2000 Olympic Games, 
buoyed by the prospect of shooting at home.

He describes rifle shooting as being “95% 
mental and 5% physical”, and probably 
the only sport in the world in which the 
competitor has to be completely still.

“The bullseye is only 10.4 millimetres in 
diameter, so it’s a sport which there’s little 
margin for error,” he says.

Potent going for gold in Delhi

Vicki Pafumi

Cummins gets US$54 m to improve 
fuel efficiency

Vicki in lead  
parts & service role
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Henderson Logging was 

established in 1991 after brothers 

Dan and Les Henderson and their 

wives returned to New Zealand 

after eight years in Australia.

The Hendersons, based in Kaitaia in the Northland region 
of New Zealand’s North Island, started out as silviculture 
contractors (the tending of forest trees) and then in 1997 
secured their first clearfell contract.

The business today is known as Henderson Logging  
Group, reflecting the ability of the company to perform 
stump-to-mill operations. 

“Our business includes bush felling, log transport and 
lowloader work, and we also build forestry roads and  
skids and carry out land preparation,” explains  
Dan Henderson.

The brothers’ wives, Sherrill and Viv, are also active 
in the business. Sherrill (Dan’s wife) is responsible for 
occupational health and safety, while Viv (Les’s wife)  
is the company’s administrator. 

The family feel of the business extends to employees, 
some of whom spent their school years and early working 
life with the Henderson brothers in Kaitaia.

Dan Henderson spent his early working years in the forestry 
industry, doing a three-year cadetship with the NZ Forest 
Service and achieving ‘Quality Woodsman’ status. Les, too, 
began working in forestry after leaving school.

Cummins today plays a key role in the Henderson 
operation, powering two Tigercat harvesters, a Valmet 
harvester, a skidder, and six of the seven trucks in the  
log haulage and lowloader fleet.

“We want the most reliable machinery we can get our 
hands on because our harvesting operation is so remote,” 
says Dan Henderson.

“We own all our own gear so preventive maintenance is 
obviously a priority. 

“Support from our equipment suppliers is very important 
as well, and we get that support from Logan Hewlett at 
Cummins in Whangarei.”

The Hendersons contract to JNL (Juken New Zealand Ltd) 
and Hancock Forestry, harvesting 1,000 tonnes of radiata 
pine a day, five days a week. 

They use 14 pieces of machinery — excavators, harvesters 
and skidders — in Aupouri Forest (a sand forest 75 km long 
and 5 km wide) and Te Kao Forest, in New Zealand’s  
far north.

Japanese-owned JNL exports much of the product from  
its Kaitaia operation to Japan.

The Hendersons also have five trucks dedicated to  
log haulage. These are contracted to Hancock Forestry  
and move around 300 tonnes a day. Another two  
trucks pull lowloaders but can also be switched  
to log haulage.

Three Canadian Tigercat machines — two 830 levelling 
harvesters and a 630 skidder — play a key role in the 
Hendersons’ clear fell logging operation.

All are powered by Cummins’ 8.9-litre QSL engine rated  
at 300 hp. “It’s a real good engine… in fact, it’s brilliant 
on fuel,” says Les Henderson.

The two oldest QSL engines — Tier 2 units — power the 
harvesters and each has done around 9,000 hours with 
few issues. Fitted with Waratah harvesting heads, each 
machine uses 240 to 245 litres of fuel a day in felling  
and delimbing full length radiata pine.

The Tigercat 630 skidder went into service in August 2009 
and uses the Tier 3 QSL engine. Its fuel usage is averaging 
247 litres a day.

The Henderson log haulage fleet is spearheaded by  
three 2007 Freightliner Argosys, all propelled by Cummins 
Signature 620 Gen II engines. 

The domination of Japanese heavy-duty trucks in the New 
Zealand market did not influence the Hendersons’ thinking 
when they were looking to buy the new trucks.

“We see a lot of Japanese trucks of 400 to 450 horsepower 
hauling logs up here but they’re working hard and their 
fuel economy suffers as a result. 

“That’s not ideal for engine life.

“We opted for the Signature 620 in the Freightliners  
and they’re doing the job comfortably with very good  
fuel economy and reliability. The drivers love them.”

The Freightliners — 8x4 rigids pulling four-axle trailers  
(a typical New Zealand combination) — are operating at 
45 tonnes on a 500 km round trip from Te Kao Forest to 
the port at Marsden Point and return.

On the loaded leg to Marsden Point, the Freightliners are 
around 40 minutes quicker than Japanese trucks running 
the same configuration. 

The effectiveness of the Signature engine brake is 
emphasised by Les Henderson. “The Freightliners have 
done over 500,000 kilometres and we haven’t touched  
the brakes on the trucks or the trailers,” he says.

The Hendersons recently took delivery of a  
Kenworth K108 with a Signature 600 EGR engine  
and it’s linked to a lowloader which not only shifts 
the Henderson bush gear but also contract carries  
for other companies.

Henderson Logging has come a long way since the early 
1990s. The Henderson brothers and their wives lead from 
the front in a broad-based operation that has been built 
on sensible goals, clearly defined business procedures,  
and the acknowledgement that good people are  
essential to the success of a company.  

Tigercat skidder has a Tier 3 Cummins QSL — an engine 
rated highly by Les Henderson.

Les Henderson (left) with brother Dan. Three Freightliner Argosys with 
Cummins Signature power spearhead 
the Henderson log haulage fleet.

Cummins’ reach to the far north
Henderson Logging acknowledges the support of the 
Cummins branch operation in Whangarei which is  
headed up by Logan Hewlett.

The branch (160 km north of Auckland) has three 
technicians plus an apprentice, and its area of 
responsibility extends from Warkworth, 100 km north  
of Auckland, to Cape Reinga at the northern tip of  
the North Island.

Hewlett has had 10 years with Cummins after serving  
his apprenticeship with the company in Auckland.

Logan Hewlett (right) with Eric Carswell, 
Cummins NZ automotive business  
manager.

One of the two Tigercat harvesters operated by Henderson.  
They have 300 hp Cummins QSL engines.
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CUMMINS LOCATIONS
EVERYWHERE.
ADMINISTRATIVE  
HEAD OFFICE 	 03	9765	3222

AUSTRALIA

New South Wales

Dubbo	 02	6881	8260
Grafton		 02	6641	1000
Leeton		 02	6953	3077
Muswellbrook		 02	6541	0611
Newcastle		 02	4964	8466
Orange	 02	6360	2777			
Queanbeyan		 02	6297	3433

Sydney		 02	9616	5300
Tamworth		 02	6765	5455
Wollongong		 02	4227	2444

Northern Territory

Darwin		 08	8947	0766

Queensland

Brisbane		 07	3710	4700
Cairns		 07	4035	2999
Cloncurry		 07	4742	0088

Emerald		 07	4983	9000
Mackay		 07	4952	8100
Toowoomba		 07	4633	7627
Townsville		 07	4774	7733

South Australia

Adelaide		 08	8368	4300
Mount	Gambier		 08	8725	6422
Port	Lincoln		 08	8683	1967

 

Tasmania

Devonport		 03	6424	8800
Hobart		 03	6263	5766

Victoria

Campbellfield		 03	9357	9200
Laverton		 03	8368	0800
Mildura		 03	5022	0800
Swan	Hill		 03	5033	1511
Wodonga		 02	6024	3655

Western Australia

Bunbury		 08	9725	6777
Kalgoorlie		 08	9080	1300
Karratha		 08	9144	4646
Perth		 08	9475	8777

NEW zEALAND

Auckland		 09	277	1000
Bay	Of	Plenty		 07	345	6699
Palmerston	Nth		 06	356	2209	
Whangarei	 09	438	8892

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

Lae		 05	472	3699
Port	Moresby		 05	323	2471

Two LeTourneau loaders are working at Gladstone Port 
Corporation’s Barney Point coal terminal which handles 
export coal from 10 central Queensland mines and has  
an annual throughput capacity of 8 million tonnes.

The loaders — electric-drive L-950 models powered by  
the 1050 hp Cummins QST30 engine — feed 2,400 tonnes 
of coal an hour into a hopper that in turn discharges the 
coal on to a conveyor loading the ship.

The corporation also operates the adjacent RG Tanna 
coal terminal which has an annual throughput capacity 
of 70 million tonnes. Combined, the two terminals make 
Gladstone one of the world’s top five coal export ports.

The L-950 LeTourneau loaders replaced L-800 models  
at the Barney Point terminal. In fact, one L-800, powered 
by a Cummins KTA38, still works part-time today. It is 
calculated to have clocked up over 40,000 hours  
of service.

The port’s first L-950 loader went into service in 2005,  
the other in 2008.

“When we calculated the fuel savings and other running 
costs, it was a clear-cut decision to stay with LeTourneau 
when we looked at replacing the old L-800 loaders,” says 
Kelvin Banks, plant maintenance supervisor for Gladstone 
Ports Corporation at the Barney Point terminal.

LeTourneau has long preached the benefits of  
diesel-electric drive, and all its loaders today use  
this system.

Improved fuel economy is one of the claimed benefits, 
and for Gladstone Ports Corporation big fuel savings are 
a reality with the combination of electric drive and the 
efficiency of the Cummins QST30, a 30-litre V12.

“We tested an equivalent size mechanical drive loader 
here, and the fuel saving with the L-950 was more than  
20 litres an hour,” says Kelvin Banks.

“With the increase in tonnage through Barney Point in 
the last couple of years, our two L-950 loaders have 
significantly increased their hours of operation, so the  
fuel saving per loader has averaged out at more than 
60,000 litres a year.”

There’s also a saving of thousands of litres of lube  
oil a year since the electric drive loaders don’t use  
a transmission and axle differentials.

The longevity of the Cummins KTA38 in the  
L-800 loaders was another reason the L-950  
appealed to Gladstone Port Corporation.

“We had such a good run out of the KTA38 that  
we wanted to stay with Cummins power,” says  
Kelvin Banks.

“Our oldest L-950 has now clocked up over 10,500 hours 
and the QST30 Cummins has been very reliable,” he adds.

Cummins’ service support — headed up by Dean Rice 
from the Emerald branch — is another key factor in the 
corporation’s preference for Cummins power.

“Any time we ring Dean Rice or the Emerald branch  
they come back to us quickly with an answer,”  
says Kelvin Banks.

LeTourneau is an American brand. Robert Gilmore 
LeTourneau launched the company in California in  
the late 1920s, combining his two loves — earthmoving 
contracting and the engineering and manufacturing of 
earthmoving equipment.

Known today as LeTourneau Technologies, the company  
is involved in a number of markets from mining products 
and offshore equipment manufacturing to oil and gas 
drilling technology.

The QST30-powered L-950 is the smallest LeTourneau 
loader although it is hardly ‘small’ with an operating 
weight of 108 tonnes and the ability to lift over  
24 tonnes with its biggest bucket capacity option.

Cummins is offered in the entire LeTourneau line up —  
the 1260 hp QSK38 in the L-1150, the 1600 hp QSK50 in 
the L-1350, the 2000 hp QSK60 in the L-1850 and the  
2300 hp QSK60 in the L-2350.

The L-2350 is the largest rubber-tyred front-end loader  
in the world with an operating weight of 270 tonnes.  
It can lift over 72 tonnes with its largest capacity  
bucket option.  

 Loaders 
  lift coal 
exports

One of these fleets is long established Pavlovich 
Coachlines which has been operating 17 BCI buses  
since July 2009 on the Orbiter contract in Hamilton,  
New Zealand’s fourth largest city.

All 17 buses are Chinese-manufactured and powered by 
the North American 6.7-litre Cummins ISB engine rated  
at 240 hp.

BCI (Bus & Coach International) is now one of the  
largest suppliers to the Australian and New Zealand 
markets with its Cummins-powered chassis.

“The Cummins brand is new to Pavlovich Coachlines,”  
says Dave Abbott, the company’s workshop supervisor  
in Hamilton. 

“We didn’t know about Cummins’ support, but Cummins 
has spent time getting to know our business and sorting 
out parts availability. 

“Eric Carswell (Cummins NZ automotive business manager) 
has been a great help. I’ve also been on a Cummins 
training course so that we fully understand the ISB engine.

“Everything’s running sweet,” he says. 

The Orbiter bus route operates 365 days of the year 
and circuits the city, linking leading attractions and 

community facilities such as shopping centres,  
Waikato University, Waikato Institute of Technology  
and Waikato Hospital.

Pavlovich has an eight-year deal with the regional  
council, Environment Waikato, to run the service which 
transports around one million passengers a year.

Dave Abbott has run Pavlovich Coachlines’ workshop in 
Hamilton for six years and he’s comfortable dealing with 
Cummins and also very confident about the integrity of 
the Cummins product.

A qualified diesel mechanic, he has links with Cummins 
going back to the early 1980s when he started with 
Freightways as an owner-driver, operating on the tough 
Napier-Taupo road in the North Island with a British ERF 
truck powered by a 290 hp 14-litre Cummins.

His last truck before leaving Freightways in 1997 was  
an International T Line with a Cummins NTC 350. Dave’s 
son Mark today operates on the Napier-Taupo road with  
a Kenworth K108 powered by a Cummins ISX 550.

Pavlovich Coachlines operates a fleet of 75 buses  
and coaches from depots in Hamilton and Auckland  
in the North Island, and from Christchurch in the  
South Island.

The company had its origins in 1938 when Marco  
and Minerva Pavlovich, who were raising a young family  
in the rural farming district of Waikato, started 
transporting children to and from school in Hamilton. 

The company is still family-owned today, with 
management in the hands of the second and third 
generations, Ivan Pavlovich (director) and Bernard 
Pavlovich (chief executive).

Dave Abbott says BCI has been very receptive  
to any modifications wanted by Pavlovich to the  
Chinese-manufactured buses, and any changes  
it wants to future units.

Cummins’ European ISBe engine will also be installed  
in future BCI chassis to meet Euro 5 emissions levels. 

The ISBe uses selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
technology for emissions reduction as distinct from 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) on the ISB engines 
currently in operation with Pavlovich.  

Cummins-powered LeTourneau 
loaders are moving millions 
of tonnes of coal a year at 
Queensland’s Port of Gladstone, 
one of the world’s biggest coal 
export ports.

One of the two electric-drive L-950 LeTourneau loaders that are performing 
impressively at Gladstone Port Corporation’s Barney Point export coal terminal.

Plant maintenance supervisor Kelvin Banks… “The QST30 
Cummins has been very reliable.”

Coal from 10 central Queensland 
mines is exported through Barney 

Point coal terminal.

Pavlovich Coachlines’ workshop 
supervisor Dave Abbott (right) with 
Cummins NZ automotive business 
manager Eric Carswell.

Orbiter buses — manufactured in China — are powered 
by the North American Cummins ISB engine.

Gladstone is one of the world’s 
top five coal export ports.

just the ticket
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Two LeTourneau loaders are working at Gladstone Port 
Corporation’s Barney Point coal terminal which handles 
export coal from 10 central Queensland mines and has  
an annual throughput capacity of 8 million tonnes.

The loaders — electric-drive L-950 models powered by  
the 1050 hp Cummins QST30 engine — feed 2,400 tonnes 
of coal an hour into a hopper that in turn discharges the 
coal on to a conveyor loading the ship.

The corporation also operates the adjacent RG Tanna 
coal terminal which has an annual throughput capacity 
of 70 million tonnes. Combined, the two terminals make 
Gladstone one of the world’s top five coal export ports.

The L-950 LeTourneau loaders replaced L-800 models  
at the Barney Point terminal. In fact, one L-800, powered 
by a Cummins KTA38, still works part-time today. It is 
calculated to have clocked up over 40,000 hours  
of service.

The port’s first L-950 loader went into service in 2005,  
the other in 2008.

“When we calculated the fuel savings and other running 
costs, it was a clear-cut decision to stay with LeTourneau 
when we looked at replacing the old L-800 loaders,” says 
Kelvin Banks, plant maintenance supervisor for Gladstone 
Ports Corporation at the Barney Point terminal.

LeTourneau has long preached the benefits of  
diesel-electric drive, and all its loaders today use  
this system.

Improved fuel economy is one of the claimed benefits, 
and for Gladstone Ports Corporation big fuel savings are 
a reality with the combination of electric drive and the 
efficiency of the Cummins QST30, a 30-litre V12.

“We tested an equivalent size mechanical drive loader 
here, and the fuel saving with the L-950 was more than  
20 litres an hour,” says Kelvin Banks.

“With the increase in tonnage through Barney Point in 
the last couple of years, our two L-950 loaders have 
significantly increased their hours of operation, so the  
fuel saving per loader has averaged out at more than 
60,000 litres a year.”

There’s also a saving of thousands of litres of lube  
oil a year since the electric drive loaders don’t use  
a transmission and axle differentials.

The longevity of the Cummins KTA38 in the  
L-800 loaders was another reason the L-950  
appealed to Gladstone Port Corporation.

“We had such a good run out of the KTA38 that  
we wanted to stay with Cummins power,” says  
Kelvin Banks.

“Our oldest L-950 has now clocked up over 10,500 hours 
and the QST30 Cummins has been very reliable,” he adds.

Cummins’ service support — headed up by Dean Rice 
from the Emerald branch — is another key factor in the 
corporation’s preference for Cummins power.

“Any time we ring Dean Rice or the Emerald branch  
they come back to us quickly with an answer,”  
says Kelvin Banks.

LeTourneau is an American brand. Robert Gilmore 
LeTourneau launched the company in California in  
the late 1920s, combining his two loves — earthmoving 
contracting and the engineering and manufacturing of 
earthmoving equipment.

Known today as LeTourneau Technologies, the company  
is involved in a number of markets from mining products 
and offshore equipment manufacturing to oil and gas 
drilling technology.

The QST30-powered L-950 is the smallest LeTourneau 
loader although it is hardly ‘small’ with an operating 
weight of 108 tonnes and the ability to lift over  
24 tonnes with its biggest bucket capacity option.

Cummins is offered in the entire LeTourneau line up —  
the 1260 hp QSK38 in the L-1150, the 1600 hp QSK50 in 
the L-1350, the 2000 hp QSK60 in the L-1850 and the  
2300 hp QSK60 in the L-2350.

The L-2350 is the largest rubber-tyred front-end loader  
in the world with an operating weight of 270 tonnes.  
It can lift over 72 tonnes with its largest capacity  
bucket option.  

 Loaders 
  lift coal 
exports

One of these fleets is long established Pavlovich 
Coachlines which has been operating 17 BCI buses  
since July 2009 on the Orbiter contract in Hamilton,  
New Zealand’s fourth largest city.

All 17 buses are Chinese-manufactured and powered by 
the North American 6.7-litre Cummins ISB engine rated  
at 240 hp.

BCI (Bus & Coach International) is now one of the  
largest suppliers to the Australian and New Zealand 
markets with its Cummins-powered chassis.

“The Cummins brand is new to Pavlovich Coachlines,”  
says Dave Abbott, the company’s workshop supervisor  
in Hamilton. 

“We didn’t know about Cummins’ support, but Cummins 
has spent time getting to know our business and sorting 
out parts availability. 

“Eric Carswell (Cummins NZ automotive business manager) 
has been a great help. I’ve also been on a Cummins 
training course so that we fully understand the ISB engine.

“Everything’s running sweet,” he says. 

The Orbiter bus route operates 365 days of the year 
and circuits the city, linking leading attractions and 

community facilities such as shopping centres,  
Waikato University, Waikato Institute of Technology  
and Waikato Hospital.

Pavlovich has an eight-year deal with the regional  
council, Environment Waikato, to run the service which 
transports around one million passengers a year.

Dave Abbott has run Pavlovich Coachlines’ workshop in 
Hamilton for six years and he’s comfortable dealing with 
Cummins and also very confident about the integrity of 
the Cummins product.

A qualified diesel mechanic, he has links with Cummins 
going back to the early 1980s when he started with 
Freightways as an owner-driver, operating on the tough 
Napier-Taupo road in the North Island with a British ERF 
truck powered by a 290 hp 14-litre Cummins.

His last truck before leaving Freightways in 1997 was  
an International T Line with a Cummins NTC 350. Dave’s 
son Mark today operates on the Napier-Taupo road with  
a Kenworth K108 powered by a Cummins ISX 550.

Pavlovich Coachlines operates a fleet of 75 buses  
and coaches from depots in Hamilton and Auckland  
in the North Island, and from Christchurch in the  
South Island.

The company had its origins in 1938 when Marco  
and Minerva Pavlovich, who were raising a young family  
in the rural farming district of Waikato, started 
transporting children to and from school in Hamilton. 

The company is still family-owned today, with 
management in the hands of the second and third 
generations, Ivan Pavlovich (director) and Bernard 
Pavlovich (chief executive).

Dave Abbott says BCI has been very receptive  
to any modifications wanted by Pavlovich to the  
Chinese-manufactured buses, and any changes  
it wants to future units.

Cummins’ European ISBe engine will also be installed  
in future BCI chassis to meet Euro 5 emissions levels. 

The ISBe uses selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
technology for emissions reduction as distinct from 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) on the ISB engines 
currently in operation with Pavlovich.  

Cummins-powered LeTourneau 
loaders are moving millions 
of tonnes of coal a year at 
Queensland’s Port of Gladstone, 
one of the world’s biggest coal 
export ports.

One of the two electric-drive L-950 LeTourneau loaders that are performing 
impressively at Gladstone Port Corporation’s Barney Point export coal terminal.

Plant maintenance supervisor Kelvin Banks… “The QST30 
Cummins has been very reliable.”

Coal from 10 central Queensland 
mines is exported through Barney 

Point coal terminal.

Pavlovich Coachlines’ workshop 
supervisor Dave Abbott (right) with 
Cummins NZ automotive business 
manager Eric Carswell.

Orbiter buses — manufactured in China — are powered 
by the North American Cummins ISB engine.

Gladstone is one of the world’s 
top five coal export ports.

just the ticket
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The ADR80/03 standards come into effect from  
January 1, 2011. 

One of the fleets involved in the testing is Brisbane-based 
SRV Road Freight Services which operates an interstate 
express fleet of 41 prime movers and 67 trailers.

The SRV test unit is a T908 Kenworth powered by a 
600 hp-rated ISX and coupled to a B-double operating  
at 64.5 tonnes.

SRV — Safety, Reliability & Value for money — is 
an accredited operator in mass and maintenance 
management under the National Heavy Vehicle 
Accreditation Scheme. The fleet is also accredited  
in Advanced Fatigue Management. 

SRV founder and owner Errol Cosgrove wanted to be 
involved in ADR80/03 testing so that his company would 
be well prepared for the introduction of Australia’s next 
round of emissions standards.

The increasing demand by customers — particularly 
those in the food and beverage industries — for trucks 
incorporating the latest low emissions technology was 
another critical factor for SRV.

For ADR80/03, there are no changes to the base ISX and 
Signature engine design, with cooled EGR remaining the 
technology foundation for the 15-litre product.

Cummins’ key change for ADR80/03 is the addition of  
the Cummins Particulate Filter (CPF) which replaces  
the existing vehicle muffler. The CPF incorporates both a 
diesel oxidation catalyst and diesel particulate filter and 
reduces particulate (soot) emissions by 90% from  
current levels. 

The CPF is neatly mounted under the steps of the T908  
on the driver’s side.

The huge reduction in particulate emissions is 
dramatically evident in the cleanliness of the exhaust 
stacks on the SRV Kenworth. After 40,000 km, there  
was no evidence of soot in the pipes. 

To prove a point, Cummins Inc. Vice-President Ed Pence, 
who recently visited Australia to meet with operators, 
held a white handkerchief over the exhaust with the  
ISX 600 running at operating rpm.

Inspection of the handkerchief showed no evidence of soot.

The soot collected in the CPF is purged through a process 
called regeneration of which there are two forms — 
passive and active.

Passive regeneration, in which the soot is oxidised 
through normal exhaust heat, occurs naturally around 
95% of the time. Active regeneration is either automatic 

while on the move, or initiated manually via a switch on 
the dash when stationary.

For SRV, regeneration has been a no-fuss process. In the 
first 40,000 km, there were only two active regenerations 
on the move — regenerations that were due to 
programmed system maintenance.

An incidental benefit of the CPF is that it replaces the 
conventional exhaust with a very effective ‘muffler’ which 
significantly reduces both in-cab and drive-by noise levels.

Driver reaction to the ADR80/03 Kenworth is positive.  
“I’m very happy,” says driver Daniel Hargy. “I like the 
response and overall performance of the ISX, and the  
cab is very quiet inside.”

Fuel economy is being closely monitored and for  
64.5-tonne operation is ranging between 1.6 and  
1.7 km/litre which is in the acceptable category  
for Errol Cosgrove. 

After serving in senior management roles for various 
interstate transport companies, Errol Cosgrove started SRV 
in 1997 and it remains a family company today. The fleet 
is dominated by ISX and Signature Gen II and EGR engines 
which he readily acknowledges help underpin  
the efficiency of the SRV operation.

“Cummins’ support network is second to none,” he says. 
“People like Dean Daniell (field service engineer) are  
a great asset, particularly with the introduction of  
new technology.”  

Breath	of	
fresh	airCummins is working closely with 

fleets in a variety of applications 
in the field testing of ISX and 
Signature EGR engines that 
comply with Australia’s upcoming 
ADR80/03 emissions standards.

No evidence of 
soot in the pipes 
after 40,000 km.

T908 Kenworth complies with 
ADR80/03 emissions standards 
to be introduced in 2011.

After being held over the exhaust with the ISX running 
at operating rpm, the white handkerchief showed no 
signs of soot. SRV owner Errol Cosgrove (right) is with 
Cummins Inc. VP Ed Pence.

Cummins Particulate Filter mounted under the steps 
on the driver’s side.

Cummins Inc. VP Ed Pence (centre) with Errol Cosgrove (left) 
and Brown & Hurley Yatala dealer principal Paul Hurley.




